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1. Introduction

1.1 Single molecule detection at ambient temperatures

The sensitive detection and spectroscopy of minute amounts of substances in solution and on surfaces is an important technique in many fields of fundamental research as well as for chemo- and bioanalytical applications. In recent years, technical improvements in photodetector sensitivity, microscope objective optics, and laser light sources made even the detection of single molecules (SMD) possible [1-5]. For achieving this goal, two detection techniques played an important role: confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) [6-9] and wide-field microscopy with advanced high-sensitive CCD-cameras (WFM) [10-12]. Whereas the latter approach to SMD found widespread applications in many biological studies, CLSM is the method of choice for spectroscopic investigations. Although in WFM, special detection set-ups can provide several spectral detection channels (e.g. for monitoring emission polarization or different emission colors) [13-14], the spectroscopic abilities of WFM are limited. More importantly, due to the rather long detection and read-out times of CCD-cameras, any temporal processes in the sub-millisecond time range are virtually inaccessible. Especially, this is true for measuring the fluorescence lifetime of the detected molecules, itself an important spectroscopic parameter, which can also be used to discriminate between different molecular species. In contrast to WFM, CLSM employs photomultiplier tubes or single-photon avalanche diodes with sufficiently high temporal resolution for fluorescence detection, enabling the monitoring of temporal processes down to the picosecond level. Thus, CLSM is perfectly suited for ultrasensitive lifetime imaging on surfaces. Another potential advantage of CLSM over WFM is its ultimately small detection volume due to confocal imaging, providing a much better signal-to-noise ratio than achievable in WFM. This is important in applications with high background fluorescence as often encountered in studies on biological samples.

Historically, confocal SMD was developed out of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS, see e.g. [15]). In FCS, the temporal fluctuations of the measured fluorescence signal instead of its average value are exploited for analysis. These fluctuations occur when molecules diffuse in and out of the detection volume which is restricted by the extension of the laser beam focus and the depth of resolution of the confocal detection. Significant fluctuation
amplitudes occur at sufficiently low analyte concentrations, when the number of molecules simultaneously present within the detection volume is small (≤ 10). The first SMD with such a set-up was reported by Rigler et al. [16]. Afterwards, this experimental approach became quite popular due to its relative simplicity. In most experiments using confocal SMD, the diffusion coefficient or the concentration of the fluorescing species is determined. However, the method was also successfully applied for gaining insight into molecular photophysics [17], to monitor conformational changes [18,19], and chemical reactions [20,21,22,23]. An extensive study of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between dyes attached to short DNA fragments was the topic of Ref.[24].

Recently, several publications have dealt with the application of the technique to in vivo studies of living cells [25,26], an application that will certainly gain significant importance in the future.

Applications of single molecule sensitive FCS to the important and rapidly evolving field of high-throughput screening are discussed in Refs.[27], and for medical diagnostics in Ref.[28]. A promising variation on this theme is the development of advanced data analysis methods, the so-called fluorescence intensity distribution analysis (FIDA) [29,30] and fluorescence intensity multiple distribution analysis (FIMDA) [31]. These methods allow for the quantification of the fluorescence brightness of molecular species (FIDA, FIMDA), besides assessing their diffusion coefficients (FCS, FIMDA). This information can then be used for classifying and quantifying different sorts of molecules.

One of the latest developments in SMD is the application of a CLSM for imaging surfaces or biological samples with single molecule sensitivity. The set-up is similar to confocal SMD, but now the laser focus is two-dimensionally scanned over a surface for obtaining an image. The first report of detecting single molecules on a surface with a CLSM was given in Ref.[6]. The method was further elaborated and applied to the study of single molecule photophysics (polarization, FRET) [32,33]. First time-resolved measurements with time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) [39] were reported in Ref.[34], where the lifetime information was used to deduce single molecule orientations with respect to the sample surface. In addition the employed compact electronics for time-correlated single-photon counting can be used for photon antibunching experiments. The first photon antibunching experiments on single molecules were performed in Refs.[35,36]. Due to the ability of the CLSM to scan a sample and to locate the position of a single molecule, it can be used to study the photophysics of selected single molecules [37].

A special modification of the CLSM technique is the excitation of fluorescence by two-photon excitation. Due to the quadratic dependence of the excitation rate on the local laser
intensity, the region of effective fluorescence excitation is confined to a very small volume, thus making the usage of a confocal aperture within the detection channel superfluous. A fast CLSM with two-photon excitation and polarization sensitivity is described in Ref.[38].

The central goal of the work described in this thesis was the development of a time-resolved CLSM for ultrasensitive fluorescence detection in solution and fluorescence lifetime-imaging on surfaces, and its application to new and original spectroscopic studies on a single molecule level. In order to realize a CLSM capable of SMD and with high temporal resolution (down to picoseconds) and a fast data acquisition (limited only by the photophysics of the detected molecules), several components of the system had to be developed and built completely new. The realized system is a multichannel fluorescence detection and spectroscopy CLSM, capable of monitoring single molecules in liquids and on surfaces, capable of performing emission and/or polarization spectroscopy, time-resolved spectroscopy with picosecond temporal resolution, and FCS with sub-microsecond temporal resolution. Moreover, it allows ultrafast scanning of surfaces thus allowing wavelength, polarization and lifetime imaging of immobilized molecules and samples (e.g. cells, tissue). With the help of this advanced measurement system, several novel concepts of SMD were experimentally realized and tested (i.a. \textit{ab initio} FCS, TCSPC-FCS, 3d-polarization spectroscopy, see subsequent chapters).

The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 describes in detail the individual components of the built measurement system as well as its optical design. The system employs compact electronics for TCSPC, allowing for measuring fluorescence lifetime with 40 ps temporal resolution, and for continuously recording photon arrival times with 100 ns resolution. Applying an asynchronous data acquisition concept, minimum data load and maximum versatility in spectroscopic data evaluation is achieved.

In chapter 3, advanced concepts of single molecule spectroscopy in solution are introduced. FCS is an important measurement technique for obtaining information about diffusion coefficients and concentrations of fluorescent analyte molecules in solution. Usually, when evaluating measured fluorescence correlation data, a simplified model is applied which rests on the rather unrealistic assumption of an ellipsoidal detection volume. It is shown that there is no principal difficulty in correctly modeling FCS curves, when exact wave optics calculations of the excitation and detection optics are applied. The presented method of fluorescence correla-
tion data evaluation bears the great potential of providing a way for an \textit{absolute} determination of diffusion coefficients and analyte concentrations, without involving any empirical fit parameter or \textit{ad hoc} assumptions.

There is growing demand in the use of fluorescent probes for the detection of biological compounds like proteins. Therefore, the second part of the chapter deals with the photophysical characterization of new fluorescent labels belonging to the class of cyanine dyes or to the closely related class of squaraine dyes.

Finally, by combining TCSPC with FCS, a new method for performing TCSPC-FCS measurements on mixtures of fluorescent species like cyanine and squaraine dyes is introduced. It uses time-resolved fluorescence detection for separating the different FCS contributions of the different species. This allows for simultaneously and independently monitoring the diffusion of several molecular species in one sample, or for performing multi-label cross-correlation measurements. In this thesis, the theoretical basis of this new method is introduced, and experimental results are presented.

In chapter 4, the imaging capability of the system is demonstrated on imaging single molecules that are immobilized on glass substrates. In particular, intensity, polarization, and lifetime images of single molecules are presented. It is shown how, by using an advanced illumination technique, three-dimensional polarization measurements of single fluorescent molecules with fixed excitation/emission dipoles can be performed. At the end of chapter 4, an outlook towards the application of the built SMD-CLSM to \textit{in vivo} studies of living cells is given.

The final chapter 5 summarizes the main results and conclusions of this thesis.
1.2 References

1. Introduction

2. Design of a Time-Resolved Confocal Microscope

For many applications, a basic setup of a confocal scanning system is sufficient for quantifying and imaging the fluorescence from singly labeled molecules, fluorescent beads or fluorescent stained samples. Such a system includes a continuous wave (cw) laser source, mirrors, lenses, excitation and emission filters, a confocal aperture, a single-photon sensitive photoelectron detector, data acquisition electronics, and a high precision scanning stage. The major challenge is synchronizing and adjusting all parts.

In recent years, single-molecule fluorescence lifetime analysis has attracted increasing attention \[1-5\], providing a powerful additional feature for distinguishing and identifying molecules of interest. Fluorescence lifetime measurements require that the system has to be further equipped with a pulsed laser source and a TCSPC electronics. If a high-power pulsed laser source is available, multiphoton-excitation can also be applied.

In any case, a single-molecule sensitive CLSM system needs high mechanical stability, a sufficient stable laser source with a beam of constant intensity and profile, and a photoelectron detector with data acquisition electronics tuned to the time scale of the sample under study. The next subsections give a step-by-step description of all parts of a complete CLSM-SMD set-up.

2.1 Conventional microscope

The first microscope was probably invented by the spectacle maker Zacharias Janssen of Middelburg in 1590. In 1610 also Galileo announced his invention of a microscope. A microscope consists of an objective that makes a magnified image of the object at an image distance \( L \) (known as tube length, which is today standardized at 160 mm). This intermediate image is magnified further by an eyepiece. Ernst Abbe introduced the concept of the numerical aperture (NA) of an objective. He showed that the lateral image resolution depends both on the wavelength and the NA of the objective and condenser [6]:

\[
d = \frac{1.22\lambda}{(NA_{\text{obj}} + NA_{\text{cond}})}
\]  

(2.1)
with: \( NA = n \sin(\theta) \), \( d \) [m] being the minimal lateral distance between two object points that can be resolved in the image (Rayleigh criterion), \( \lambda \) [m] the wavelength of the light, \( n \) the refractive index of the medium between object and objective and \( \theta \) the half of the maximum acceptance angle of the objective. The axial resolution can be estimated for low numerical apertures and equal \( NA \) of objective and condensor by the following equation [7]:

\[
\text{axial resolution} = \frac{2\lambda}{(NA)^2}
\]  

(2.2)

### 2.2 Confocal microscope

In order to detect and to study individual fluorescent molecules, the collection of the single molecule’s fluorescence emission has to be maximized while efficiently rejecting any background signal. The most efficient way of achieving that is to use high-quality optical filters, and to minimize the detection volume as much as possible.

A very convenient way of minimizing the detection volume is confocal imaging. In confocal imaging, the sample is illuminated by focusing a laser beam into a diffraction limited spot with an appropriate objective, and fluorescence light collection is done through the same objective (epi-fluorescence setup). Before detecting the collected light with a photoelectric detector, it is send through a so called confocal circular aperture. The diffraction limited focusing of the excitation laser assures minimum lateral extension of the detection volume (perpendicular to the optical axis), whereas the confocal aperture minimizes its axial extension (along the optical axis) by rejecting any light emerging from above or below the in-focus plane (see Fig. 2 A, B). This results in a detection volume of roughly 0.5 \( \mu \)m diameter and 2 \( \mu \)m elongation.

The minimal lateral distance between two points which just can be distinguished according to the Rayleigh criterion is given by [8]:

\[
d_{\text{lateral}} = 0.56\lambda/NA
\]  

(2.3)

which is by 8 % better than in a conventional microscope. The depth of resolution (FWHM) for a fluorescent plane reflector and an infinitesimal small pinhole is given by [8]:

\[
d_{\text{axial}} = \frac{0.67\lambda}{n(1 - \cos \theta)}
\]  

(2.4)
where $\theta$ is again the half of the maximum acceptance angle of the objective. In practical applications the depth of resolution will be worse due to the finite size of actual pinholes. For studying molecules that are immobilized on a surface, the focused laser has to be scanned over the surface, either to record the fluorescence signal along single lines on the surface, or to record a complete fluorescence image of the surface by scanning in two directions. Confocal imaging and scanning constitute the basic ingredients of a CLSM. Scanning can also be extended into the third spatial dimension by scanning planes at different locations along the optical axis (so called $z$-scanning), resulting in a three-dimensional fluorescence image of a sample (e.g. a dye-tagged cell, or a transparent substrate with embedded fluorescent molecules).

![Diagram](image_url)

**Fig. 1:** General scheme of a CLSM-SMD setup: supported with the appropriate filter set (636DF9, e.g. 636+/-4.5 nm, for excitation, 650DRLP as the dichroic mirror and two 670DF40 emission filters, Omega Optical Inc.) for fluorescence microscopy observations in the red spectral region employing a diode laser as the excitation source (HDL 800, 635 nm, PicoQuant GmbH, Berlin) and a Single-Photon Avalanche Diode (SPCM-AQR-14, Perkin Elmer Lifescience, Canada) as the detection unit.

The basic scheme of the simplest CLSM-SMD set-up is depicted in Fig.1. The light of an excitation laser passes through an excitation filter (and possibly a polarizer and/or $\lambda$/4-plate), and is, after reflection at a dichroic mirror, send into a microscope objective with high NA. The light emission generated within the specimen is collected by the same objective and focused, after passing the dichroic mirror, onto the confocal aperture. Behind the aperture, the light is refocused onto a single-photon sensitive point detector. Sample scanning can be performed in several ways, in Fig.1 it is realized by a xy-piezo stage. $Z$-scanning is done by moving the objective with a piezo-actuator along the optical axis.
Compared with SMD by highly sensitive CCD systems, the CLSM offers several advantages. Firstly, due to the small detection volume, the CLSM has an exceptionally high signal-to-background ratio. Secondly, uniform scanning provided, the CLSM assures a homogeneous sample illumination, which may be a challenge in conventional WFM. Thirdly, the CLSM uses single point detectors for light detection, thus offering the possibility to study extremely fast processes down to the picosecond time scale. This is especially interesting for sensitive fluorescence lifetime imaging, where the fluorescence decay time characteristics are measured for every point on the scanned surface. Also, the splitting of the detected light into several channels for measuring other spectral characteristics such as polarization or emission wavelength is straightforward in CLSM. The main limitation of CLSM, when compared with CCD imaging, is the limited scan speed with which an image can be recorded. This scan speed is mainly determined by the maximum number of photons per time interval that can be extracted from a single molecule (optical saturation limit). Typically, if one assumes that a single molecule occupies an image area of ca. 1 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) (determined by the diameter of the exciting laser focus), and that a realistic detectable photon count intensity of a single molecule’s fluorescence is of the order of 1 Mcps, an imaging speed of 0.1 \( \mu \text{m}^2/\text{msec} \) will yield ca. 100 photons per detected molecule. This is a reasonable number for detecting and studying individual molecules. Thus, for imaging an area of e.g. 100\( \times \)100\( \mu \text{m}^2 \), it takes a minimum of 1 sec, by ca. three magnitudes of order longer than what is achievable with fast CCD systems [9].

### 2.3 Excitation sources

The choice of the laser source depends on the required excitation wavelengths, the necessary laser power, laser beam stability, and beam mode quality. One has also to consider practical considerations such as necessary power supply and cooling. For example, older lamp-pumped laser systems require a three-phase high voltage electrical supply. They are usually cooled by water or air circulation, which may generate vibrations in the optical setup. The newly available diode laser packages are an interesting and remarkably low-cost alternative.

When selecting the excitation wavelength, one has to take into account that scattering background and auto-fluorescence significantly decrease with longer wavelengths, and that biological tissue is more transparent at longer wavelengths. Therefore, using dyes that absorb in the red or near-infrared wavelength region results in much better signal-to-noise ratios than when using dyes in the blue spectral region, see e.g. [10-13]. To achieve diffraction limited
focusing, the excitation laser should provide a noise-free and intensity-stable beam with perfect Gaussian intensity profile (TEM$_{00}$ mode).

The applied laser system is the low-power but inexpensive single-mode diode laser. In a diode laser, a forward-biased $pn$-junction emits photons into a planar cavity. The photons are confined within the cavity by a planar wave-guide. The generated emission has an elliptical divergence with an astigmatism (within different axial planes, focal points are at different positions), but can be circularized and collimated with an aspheric lens and prism optics. Complete cw-diode-laser packages with a single-mode collimated laser beam and integrated thermoelectric cooling are readily available (e.g. APM modules from PTI, Inc.). They show stable performance and long lifetime.

Additionally, gain switched diode lasers (e.g. PDL 800, PicoQuant GmbH) can deliver pulses of duration down to 50 ps full width at half maximum (FWHM) at a repetition rate of up to 100 MHz. Their output power of ca. 1 mW cw is totally sufficient for CLSM-SMD measurements. The currently available pulsed diode lasers deliver light at 635 nm (GaAs diodes) and above, and at around 400 nm (blue GaN diodes). These diode systems are ideally suited for TCSPC applications.

2.4 Excitation filter

Especially for diode lasers, spectral filtering of the excitation is crucial due to the rather broad spectral width of the laser light. As excitation filters, high-quality interference bandpass filters are preferable. Compared to simple color glass filters, interference filters have much higher fidelity in their rejection and transmission characteristics, and much sharper transmission band edges. The main characteristics of a bandpass filter are its center wavelength, maximum transmission, and bandwidth (usually given by the FWHM in nanometers). Special excitation filters with a FWHM bandwidth of 3 nm or even smaller are available today. The excitation filters are blocking light from the UV to the near IR, keeping unwanted light out of the optical system and preventing unwanted heating of the specimen.

In order to provide perfect blocking of light outside the pass band, most interference filters incorporate absorptive elements as well as dielectric layers. Usually, an interference filter should be placed with the most reflective, metallic looking surface towards the light source. The other surface can be distinguished by its more colored or opaque appearance. This orientation reduces the thermal stress on the absorbing media of the filter. Typically, filters show an arrow sign at their edge indicating the direction of the light path. However, spectral per-
Performance is unaffected by filter orientation as long as the light rays pass perpendicularly to the surface and filter heating is avoided. The performance of an interference filter changes with temperature due to the expansion and contraction of the coating materials, and depends upon the design of the coating. Most manufacturers design their filters for an optimal operating temperature of 20° C, and recommend an operating temperature range between -60° C and +60° C. Within the spectral band between 600 and 700 nm, a typical value of the thermal spectral shift coefficient of a dielectric coating is 0.019 nm per 1° C.

Interference filters have a finite lifetime. Perhaps the most severe cause of filter deterioration is humidity, which affects the coating. Manufacturers take care to seal the filter edges with moisture-rejecting layers. However, for extending the filters’ lifetime, filters should be stored in an environment with low to moderate relative humidity. Additionally, interference filters, particularly those with narrow bands, are subject to a slight blue shift with increasing age. The transmission and reflectance characteristics of filters can be measured easily by using a spectrophotometer and a spectrofluorometer. The details can be found in Ref.[14]. However, many spectrophotometers do not reliably measure transmission values below 1%. In this case, it is impossible to be certain whether a filter blocks indeed 0.01% outside its passband. This problem can be solved if a laser power-meter is available. Using, for example, the red line of a HeNe laser or a diode laser with an output of a few mW, and a power-meter which can detect a few tenths of a microwatt, the transmission of a filter can be determined below 0.01% at the HeNe or diode laser wavelengths.

2.5 Dichroic mirror and emission filter

While most filters are used at normal incidence of light, it is possible to design and use an interference-coated substrate at angles of incidence as great as 50°. In the normal-incidence configuration, it is only possible to isolate the transmitted radiation. However, if a filter is tilted away from the axis of the incoming light, the reflected as well as the transmitted light can be used. Such a filter then works as a dichroic mirror, reflecting at one wavelength and transmitting at another wavelength.

In a CLSM-setup, a dichroic mirror is used for reflecting the excitation laser light into the optical path of the microscope. The spectral characteristics of the mirror are chosen in such a way that it reflects at the excitation wavelength and transmits the fluorescence wavelengths. In most fluorescence applications, dichroic mirrors are used in combination with conventional dye-specific fluorescence bandpass filters or equivalent longpass and shortpass filters. A typi-
The filter combination includes a bandpass excitation filter, a bandpass emission filter, and a dichroic mirror. Longpass, shortpass, and bandpass dichroics are available at all wavelengths. Sometimes a wide-bandpass dichroic filter can be used as a longpass or shortpass filter. The ideal longpass or shortpass dichroic mirror will simultaneously exhibit all three of the following spectral characteristics: a very sharp transmission band edge, an infinite region of transmission, and a wide region of reflection. In reality, the reflectivity typically reaches values larger than 98%, and transmission typically exceeds 85%. Custom dichroic mirrors are available for a broad region of the visible spectrum from several companies (e.g., Chroma Technology Corp., or Omega Optical Inc., both Brattleboro, VT) and can be placed directly into a conventional fluorescence dichroic holder. Because the dichroics show some variability in their performance, it is useful to obtain the reflectance and transmission characteristics for the actual dichroic that is purchased. In order to avoid losses of the exciting laser light, the wavelength of maximum reflectance should match the main wavelength of the laser light. More important, the wavelength dependency of the dichroic transmission should be carefully taken into account to avoid losses of the transmitted fluorescence signals.

Standard stock dichroic mirrors are designed for a fixed angle of incidence. Usually, the dichroic mirror is oriented in such a way that the reflected light comes off by an angle of 90° with respect to the incident light. In the case of linearly polarized light, the reflectance values of dielectric coatings can vary significantly with changing polarization. Manufacturers usually provide \( p \)-polarization and \( s \)-polarization reflectivity spectra. For most applications, it is desirable that the dichroic’s reflectivity does not depend on polarization. Thus, most manufacturers have developed special coating designs for minimizing polarization effects.

### 2.6 Microscope objective and tube lens

A standard objective lens forms an inverted image at the intermediate image plane of the microscope. The distance of the intermediate image plane from the back focal plane of the objective is called the tube length. To determine the resolution of a microscope, the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective must be known. The NA can be determined via the relation

\[
\text{NA} = n \sin \theta
\]

from the refractive index \( n \) of the medium between lens and sample, and the half-angle \( \theta \) subtended by the lens at its focus. The numerical aperture is a measure of both the optical resolution and the light collecting ability of the lens. It is usually specified by the manufacturer and engraved along with the magnification on the objective’s body.
The concept of the numerical aperture is closely related to the concept of the focal ratio or $f$-number. In the case of a simple lens, the $f$-number is the ratio of the lens’ focal length to its clear aperture $\varnothing$ (effective diameter) $f$-number $= f / \varnothing$. The $f$-number of a simple lens equals the angle of the light cone that exits the lens when illuminated with collimated light. The connection between $f$-number and NA is given by $NA = \sin \theta = \varnothing / 2f$.

To understand the importance of the NA, consider how it relates to magnification. The numerical aperture on the object side (NA) and that on the image side ($NA'$) are related by

$$m = \frac{\sin \theta}{\sin \theta'} = \frac{NA}{NA'},$$

(2.5)

where $m$ is the magnification of the system. Thus, $m$ is equal to the ratio of the numerical apertures on the object and image side. This is a very general result, which is independent on the specifics of the optical system.

Undoubtedly, the most important component of a CLSM is the objective lens. Since the objective lens is used both for illumination and light collection, its quality is of crucial importance for the overall performance of the CLSM-system. Optical aberrations of the objective lens must therefore be kept to an absolute minimum. It is well known that a simple lens as well as a more complex designed lens systems form images with aberrations. The most common aberrations are spherical aberrations, coma, flatness of field criterion, distortion, longitudinal chromatic aberration, and lateral chromatic aberration or chromatic magnification difference.

High-quality microscope objectives consist of large number of lenses that are assembled and aligned manually. As a result, even the best objectives from the same manufacturer may exhibit large differences in performance. Thus, rigorous selection of the objective used is essential for achieving optimum performance in a CLSM.

The above mentioned aberrations are all interconnected, and it is impossible to eliminate them completely within a single objective. Optical manufacturer classify their objectives into five different groups: Achromat, apochromat, fluorite objectives, planachromat and plan-apochromat. The most commonly used objective is the achromat. It is inexpensive and chromatically well corrected within the green and yellow spectral region. Additionally, its design obeys Abbe’s sine condition [15] for one colour for generating images that are spectrally adjusted to the sensitivity of the human eye (Abbe’s sine condition states that the ratio of the sines of the angles of the incident and refracted rays to the axis must be constant; this constant is equal to the inverse of the magnification of the image). Nevertheless, achromats show red
and blue colourings at the edges of the image field. Moreover, the image looses in sharpness and shows increased blurring from centre to edge.

In an *apochromat* objective, the chromatic aberration is eliminated for three different colours, and the sine condition is obeyed for two colours. As a result, red and blue colouring effects of the image edges disappear. Compared to an achromatic objective, an apochromat has usually a higher numerical aperture with a correspondingly smaller working distance.

The degree of optical correction of a *fluorite objective* lies between that of an achromat and an apochromat. However, as the typical fluorite objective consists of fewer lenses, its use is preferred in applications where strong image contrast is necessary. They are commonly used in fluorescence microscopy, because producing a bright fluorescence image is usually limited by the ability of the objective lens to transmit the collected fluorescence without losses.

The chromatic correction of the *planachromat* is comparable to that of an achromat. Additionally, it is flat field corrected.

The most advanced objective is the *planapochromat*. However, its brilliant optical performance is counterweighted by an extremely small depth of focus, so that only extremely thin samples can be imaged.

In recent years, manufacturers introduced several new types of objective lenses. Nikon, for example, developed the *CF-objectives* (color-free). CF-objectives are planachromats or plan-apochromats which produce intermediate images without chromatic magnification differences over the image field. They have to be used with eyepieces that are not designed to correct such chromatic magnification difference. For simplifying video and photographic imaging in the ultraviolet spectral region, Zeiss introduced the *ultrafluor* objectives with chromatic correction in the visible and ultraviolet spectral range.

Currently, most objectives used in CLSM are infinity corrected, meaning that the lens aberrations are minimized for an infinite tube length, i.e. when plane waves incident from infinity are focused to a diffraction limited spot within the sample plane. In contrast, finite designed objectives are optimised for point sources located at a fixed distance behind the objective, usually at 160 mm from the objective’s turret mount.
2. Design of a Time-Resolved Confocal Microscope

An infinity corrected objective transforms light emitted from a point source in the sample plane into a collimated light beam. This beam is refocused into an image by the tube lens. The magnification \( m \) of the complete setup is determined by the focal length of the objective \( f_o \) and the focal length of the tube lens \( f_T \) through \( m = f_T / f_o \). The intrinsic design advantage of an infinity system is its relative insensitivity to optical components (such as filters, analyzers, compensators, DIC prisms and reflectors) in the optical path between objective and tube lens. Infinity or parallel beams are not affected by the thickness or refractive index of such components as long as they are perpendicular to the optical axis. The location of the image point remains constant, both axially and laterally, as does the alignment between the objective and the tube lens. Another advantage of infinity corrected objectives is that focusing can be done by moving the objective rather than moving the stage. When selecting the appropriate objective lens it should be taken into account that objectives from different manufacturers require tube lenses with greatly differing focal lengths (e.g. Zeiss 160 mm, Olympus 180 mm and Nikon 200 mm). A long focal length of the tube lens enables one to use a large pinhole, which is easier to align.

Fig. 2: Simplified schematic of a CLSM showing the sample (A) in the focal plane of the objective and (B) out of the focal plane. For the sake of simplicity, the excitation and emission ray paths are the same in Part A and B. (C) The form of the signal output from the detector as a function of the sample defocus monitored with a Photodiode (UDT Pindiode UDT-PIN 10DP 9412-1, UDT Inc.). The signal is recorded by repeatedly defocusing the sample.
Individual objectives, even of the same type, differ significantly in their optical characteristics and aberrations. Therefore, testing both the depth response and transverse resolution is advisable. Depth response can be determined by scanning a mirror axially through the focal plane of the lens and measuring the output of the detector as a function of mirror position (Fig. 2C). The transverse resolution of an objective cannot be measured as easily as depth response. It can be obtained indirectly by measuring the back-reflected light from several different submicron structures of known dimensions such as the pattern of an integrated circuit.

The distance between the focal plane and the nearest structural element of the objective is called the working distance (WD). In a confocal inverted microscope, the WD sets an upper limit to the distance between focal plane and cover slip surface. In the design process of oil-immersion lenses with high numerical aperture (~1.4), the WD is usually set to 0.13 mm. In general, WD becomes shorter with higher NA and with better optical correction. Moreover, with increasing NA, changes of the refractive index between the focal plane and the objective become more critical: For oil-immersion objectives, spherical aberration is corrected optimally only when imaging directly at the water/glass or air/glass interface. Focusing only 0.01 mm above the glass surface causes already considerable spherical aberration (see section 3.3). This limits the usage of oil-immersion objectives for 3D-scanning confocal microscopy. Indeed, the lack of objective lenses with long WD and proper optical correction was, in the early days of CLSM, the most challenging task to be solved. As a result, water-immersion objectives specifically designed for the needs of CLSM have been developed. However, when detecting the fluorescence of surface-immobilized molecules, oil-immersion objectives are advantageous compared with water-immersion objectives. Due to their larger NA, they provide tighter focusing of the exciting laser beam, and yield a larger overall light collection efficiency.

2.7 Pinhole

The pinhole is an important component which has impact both on axial and on lateral resolution of the microscope. In SMD, the pinhole serves mainly for minimizing the detection volume for increasing the signal-to-background ratio (SNR). A smaller pinhole results in a smaller detection volume and consequently lower background, but transmits less signal to the detector. In practice, the pinhole should have approximately the same diameter as the full width at half maximum of the Airy diffraction pattern generated by the tube lens at the pinhole’s position (intermediate image plane). For example, assuming diffraction limited focus-
ing and a magnification of 100, then the pinhole diameter should be about 50 to 100 µm, resulting in an overall detection volume of ca. 1 fl.

Precision pinholes are offered in a wide range of different sizes, and of different materials. Precision pinholes are made by laser drilling of stainless steel or gold coated copper substrates. Complete sets of pinholes are offered by different opto-mechanical manufacturers. In these sets, each pinhole is individually mounted and marked with its diameter. To reduce light reflection, blackened pinholes are also available. For allowing comfortable positioning with micrometer resolution, the pinhole should be mounted on a precision xy-stage. However, for obtaining excellent long term stability, the stage must be properly fixed to the microscope’s body.

2.8 Refocusing

After passing the pinhole, the light has to be recollected onto the active area of the photoelectric detector. In the case of a single-photon avalanche photodiode (SPAD), the active area has a circular shape, and its sensitivity is position dependent, being highest in the center and falling off towards the edges. Thus, it is recommended to refocus the collected light to the center of the active area. For example, consider a pinhole with 200 µm diameter, which should be imaged into a spot of 20 µm on the active area of a SPAD 120 mm away. For a magnification $m = 10$ and a total distance $(s + s')$ of 120 mm, one finds from the standard thin lens equation a focal length of $f = m(s + s')/(m + 1)^2$ or $f = 9.92$ mm. The conjugated distances, $s$ and $s'$ can be found via $m = s'/s$ which yields $s = 109.1$ mm and $s' = 10.9$ mm. Finally, to find the optimum clear aperture or effective diameter $\varnothing$ of the refocusing lens, the relationship between magnification and numerical aperture can be applied. For a numerical aperture of the objective lens of 1.4 and objective/tube lens magnification of 100, on finds

$$\text{NA}_{\text{lens}} = \frac{\varnothing}{2s} = \frac{\text{NA}_{\text{obj.}}}{100} = \frac{1.4}{100}$$

(2.6)

giving an effective lens diameter of 3.05 mm. Thus, an achromatic lens with a focal length of 10 mm and an effective Diameter of 6 mm should be sufficient for refocusing.
2.9 Photoelectron detector

The three most common photoelectric detectors are the photomultiplier tube, the photodiode and the avalanche photodiode.

The photomultiplier tube (PMT) is a vacuum tube device that uses the photoelectric effect to convert optical photons into electrons. A cascade of secondary electron-emitting surfaces – called dynodes – amplifies these photoelectrons. The dynodes generate a virtually noise-free gain in excess of $10^6$ with a bandwidth greater than 1 GHz. Because of this gain, PMTs can operate at light levels as low as a few photons per second or as high as about a billion photons per second. They are particularly useful for measurements that must be made in a short time or at high frequency, and for weak optical signals, where external amplifiers cannot be used; or where a very wide dynamic range ($\sim 10^5$) is required. The photocathode determines the PMT’s spectral response; commercial photocathodes are available from 100 nm to 1700 nm. Quantum efficiencies range typically between 10 and 20 %, although some newer semiconductor photocathodes can achieve more than 40 % efficiency. The photosensitive surface can be very large – in excess of 500 mm$^2$: PMT manufacturers provide tabulated values of the properties of their tubes. However, cathode sensitivity as well as gain can vary over a 2:1 range. Additionally, it is possible that the spectral response curve of a special tube can vary due to individual variations of the photocathode composition. Thus, it is recommended to ask the manufacturer for the specific sensitivity values of the individual PMT to be acquired.

The photodiode is a solid-state semiconductor device. A photon with energy greater than the semiconductor’s bandgap excites an electron into the conduction band and creates a hole in the valance band. An applied voltage shifts this electron hole pair in opposite directions, generating a measurable electric current. The photodiode has no internal gain, and its signal is usually so small that it needs an external amplifier. Because the amplifier introduces some noise, photodiodes are used for measurements at relatively high light levels, where the detector’s photon shot noise is greater than the noise of the external amplifiers. Consequently, they reach their highest signal-to-noise ratio when operating in high light levels. Photodiodes are also used at frequencies much lower than photomultiplier tubes for reducing amplifier noise. An advantage of photodiodes is that they can operate at light levels many times higher than allowable for photomultiplier tubes. They are very robust and considerably less expensive. Photodiodes are available for the spectral range between 180 nm and 2600 nm, depending on the semiconductor material. The peak sensitivity of silicon photodiodes is near 900 nm. For this wavelength, the responsivity of the device – the generated current per unit of incident
radiation power – is about 0.5 A/W. The photon sensitivity of the diode is defined through its quantum efficiency $\Phi$,

$$\Phi[\%] = 100 \frac{\text{photoelectrons}}{\text{incident photons}}$$

(2.7)

When relating responsivity to quantum efficiency, one has to bear in mind that, at different wavelengths, different numbers of photons correspond to a given amount of energy. For example, at 500 nm, one has $2.52 \cdot 10^{18}$ photons per Joule, but at 800 nm, there are $4.03 \cdot 10^{18}$ photons per Joule.

The avalanche photodiode (APD) is a detector which combines the high quantum efficiency of a photodiode with the high gain of a PMT. Like the photodiode, it is a solid-state semiconductor device that generates electron-hole pairs upon light exposure. However, in contrast to a conventional photodiode, a reverse bias of 100 V to 1000 V is applied to the $pn$-junction, creating an internal electric field large enough for electron acceleration. When colliding with the crystal lattice atoms, the accelerated electrons generate new electron-hole pairs, leading to the build-up of an electron avalanche. This leads to a signal amplification with a gain between 50 to 1000. The statistical fluctuations in the number of collisions and the yield of electron-hole pairs create more noise than the dynodes in a PMT but less noise than a photodiode’s external amplifier. The resulting gain is considerably less than that of PMT. However, since the quantum efficiency of the APD is roughly an order of magnitude higher, an APD with a gain of $10^3$ corresponds to PMT with a gain of $10^4$. APD’s suffer from relatively high dark currents, and their gain depends strongly on operation temperature. Thus, APDs are usually kept at a fixed temperature.

The most sensitive detection mode of a PMT or an APD is the single photon counting mode. In this mode, not the photodetector’s current is measured, but single current pulses caused by the incidence of individual photons are counted. Noise discrimination is done by setting a current threshold: only pulses exceeding this threshold are counted as detected photons. Today, Single Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD) modules are offered by Perkin-Elmer Life Science (formerly EG&G) with significantly higher quantum efficiencies than those of PMTs, which makes them competitive with and partially superior to PMTs.

The available Single Photon Counting Module (SPCM-AQR) is a self-contained device which detects single photons between 400 nm and 1060 nm. It comes in two versions: The SPCM-AQR-1X utilizes a unique silicon avalanche photodiode with a circular active area of ca. 180 µm diameter and peak quantum efficiency exceeding 70 % at 630 nm. If a larger detec-
tion area is required, the SPCM-AQR-2X provides a quantum efficiency exceeding 35% at 635 nm within an active area of 475 µm diameter. Both modules are thermoelectrically cooled and temperature controlled.

The SPCM-AQR modules utilize an active quenching circuit allowing count rates exceeding $10^6$ counts per second for the SPCM-AQR-1X, and $7 \cdot 10^6$ counts per second for the SPCM-AQR-2X. Single photon arrivals can be timed with an accuracy of 300 ps FWHM. The modules require a +5 volt power supply. The generated signals are TTL (Transistor-Transistor-Logic) pulses of 2.5 V amplitude at 50 Ω load, having a width of 25 ps (SPCM-AQR-1X) or 65 ps (SPCM-AQR-2X). To avoid a degradation of the module’s linearity and stability, the case temperature should be kept between 5°C and 40°C during operation.

A peculiarity of the SPADs modules is that every detected photon generates a small amount of luminescent light within the diodes crystal, with a broad spectral distribution. This may cause difficulties when employing several SPADs (e.g. for multichannel detection), or if the luminescent light reflects back onto the generating SPAD itself. If the reflected luminescence photons return later than the SPAD’s dead time, they may generate false detection events.

### 2.10 General layout and alignment

Any high-quality inverted microscope with epi-illumination and a photo port can be used as the core mechanical body of the CLSM SMD system. However, there are several topics to be taken into account: (a) the mechanical stability of the body and its mechanical coupling to the external components such as the laser or the detectors are critical; (b) the microscope must possess a filter block for hosting the dichroic mirror and the emission filters; (c) a high N.A. ($\geq 1.2$) oil-immersion objective has to fit the mechanical and optical layout of the microscope. Care has to be taken to prevent coupling of any vibrations into the whole detection setup. Vibration in the work area may produce relative motion between optical elements, resulting in misalignment and data distortion, and image blurring. Even vibrations with amplitudes in the nanometer range can cause discernible oscillations in the detected optical signal. Thus, it is recommended to mount the complete detection system onto a preferentially actively damped tabletop.

Tabletops have mounting holes for attaching equipment, unless otherwise requested. Custom configurations of these holes, including double densities and cutout shapes in the tabletop itself, are available. Other optional features include laser ports and alternative plate and core materials, e.g., nonmagnetic stainless steel or aluminum. Additionally, smaller, rigid flat sur-
faces – called breadboards – are available, which are ideally suited for laboratory applications that require little space. As with tabletops, they come in a range of different sizes and heights and have the similar thermal characteristics. If no vibration-free optical tabletop is available, the microscope should be set up on a comparably vibration isolating equipment. In order to minimize relative motion between each component of the setup, the microscope, the laser and the detector unit should be placed at mechanically fixed reference points on the tabletop. Likewise, all external mechanical or electrical connections to the vibration-isolated setup should be carefully aligned to avoid vibration flash-over. Finally, working with an inverted microscope is recommended because most of the access ports to the objective side of the optical path are relatively low and close to the table surface. This can help to suppress mechanical vibrations at higher frequencies.

In order to avoid vertical vibration of the microscope relative to the tabletop surface, the microscope body should be mechanically fixed to the tabletop surface, whereby care should be taken to place the microscope in such a way that its access ports are not obstructed. Sufficient place should be left for the incorporation of additional opto-mechanical components.

The best way for the laser beam to enter the microscope body is through the epi-fluorescence port. For directing the laser beam to the port, a two-mirror beam steering device is very convenient. It consists of two mirrors, each mounted on gimbals with angular adjustments. The gimbals, in turn, are mounted on a vibration-resistant post. The mirrors can be adjusted in tandem to change both the lateral placement of the beam in the objective back aperture as well as the beam angle into the objective.

The best place for the dichroic mirror is a multiple channel filter block. Such a setup allows for using alternative filter combinations for different dyes. Some filter holders offered by manufacturers have excitation and emission filter ports which are slightly tilted to minimize the effect of internal reflections on the image. This can lead to slight down-shifts of the bandpass of interference filters by ca. 5 to 10 nm, due the non-normal incidence of the light.

The third critical part of the microscope is the objective lens. It is advantageous to use objective lenses with a numerical aperture of 1.2 or greater. Besides better light collection and laser beam focusing properties, the laser beam can be focused more easily, because the back apertures of such objectives are comparatively large. To achieve diffraction limited focusing, the back aperture or the entrance aperture must be uniformly filled by a nearly planar wave front. Failing to do so results in a smaller effective numerical aperture and hence in a larger focus and lower image resolution. In general, the diameter of an objective’s back focal aperture is closely related to its resolution. The higher the resolution and the lower the magnification, the
larger is the diameter of the back focal aperture. The diameter of all optical elements along the detection and excitation path must be large enough for not to obscure any light transmission.

To obtain a rough estimation of the optical alignment, a collimated laser is coupled into the objective lens and focused onto a cover slip surface. The focused laser light will be partially reflected at the coverslip’s surface, resulting in a bright circular image at the intermediate image plane, which can be seen when placing a sheet of nearly transparent paper at the video port of the microscope. The focus size at the coverslip’s surface can roughly be estimated by dividing the diameter of the back reflected light spot by the objective lens magnification.

Objective lenses of many modern research microscopes are infinity corrected. As already discussed in section 2.6, an infinity corrected objective lens forms a diffraction limited spot on the sample’s surface under plane wave illumination. To emulate such a plane wave illumination, a well collimated laser beam can be coupled into the back aperture of the objective lens with its diameter matching the objective lens back-aperture diameter. This can be achieved with a laser beam expander. Beam expanders are commercially available in different magnifications with fixed entrance and exit aperture diameters. Many beam expanders have an adjustable focus control. Adjusting the focus will change the beam divergence and can be convenient for roughly adjusting the laser focus in the object plane. For a more precise adjustment, an external lens can be used which should be placed at the entry point of the laser beam into the microscope. To minimize stray laser light in the system, it is helpful if both the beam expander and additional lenses are antireflection coated at the laser wavelength.

An alternative to a beam expander is a laser system possessing a single mode fiber exit. A laser beam exiting a single mode fiber can be considered to be a point source. It can be collimated by means of a low magnification, infinity corrected objective lens. For alignment, the single mode fiber exit has to be mounted on a xyz-stage so that it can be properly shifted with respect to the collimating lens. The result will be an extraordinarily well collimated laser beam and the possibility to change its divergence angle by changing the distance between fiber and lens.

To obtain a rough estimation of the optical alignment, the laser is coupled into the objective lens as described above, and focused onto a cover slip surface. The focused laser light will be partially reflected at the coverslip’s surface, resulting in a bright circular image at the intermediate image plane, which can be seen when placing a sheet of nearly transparent paper at the video port of the microscope. The focus size at the coverslip’s surface can roughly be estimated by dividing the diameter of the back reflected light spot by the objective lens magnification.
For safety reasons, it is recommended to implement a shutter for turning off the laser illumination. A black shutter, or a reflective shutter that reflects the beam into a beam stop, are easily available. Alternatively, the laser power can be changed directly. Laser diode intensity is easily changed by changing its operating current. If the laser beam is polarized, the beam can also be attenuated with a Glan-Thompson laser prism. Laser power and beam quality monitoring is performed by reflecting a small percentage of the beam, with an appropriate beam splitter, onto a photodiode or small CCD detector.

2.11 Data acquisition electronics

Here, only digital counting electronics will be considered, which are able to register and process the signals generated by PMTs and SPADs in the single photon counting mode. This is the relevant detection mode in all SMD applications. There are several modes of count registrations. Counts can be sampled within subsequent time bins of equal temporal width (time binning mode). A typical electronics capable of such photon count binning is the multifunction PC card PCI-MIO-16E-4 from National Instruments Inc. It is a complete data acquisition board with two 24-bit counter/timer channels and two 12-bit analog input and eight 12-bit analog output channels. It offers PCI bus-mastering and a high speed direct memory access (DMA) controllers for continuous, scatter-gather DMA without demanding resources form the host computer. In order to use the PCI-MIO-16E-4 for single photon counting, the photoelectron pulses from the detector have to be converted to TTL pulses corresponding to the input specifications of the board. The time binning mode is realized by using both on-board counters. The first counter is used to generate a square wave signal for gating the second counter. When the gate of the second counter is active, it counts the number of pulses arriving at the signal input. When the polarity of the gate signal changes, it saves the counter value in the save register. Counting continues uninterrupted since the data is transferred into the computer memory by a DMA channel. In addition, the analog channels of the board can be used to control other processes like scanning.
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Fig. 3: The principle of TCSPC: The first part (A) shows schematically the measurement principle of TCSPC: The time between the excitation pulse and each detected fluorescent photon is recorded. In the panels of the second part (B) TCSPC histograms are presented: The y-axis represents the fluorescence intensity and the x-axis the delay time from the excitation pulse. Each histogram panel shows a histogram with a distinct number of photons. The statistical nature of the TCSPC technique is clearly revealed.

The PCI-MIO-16E-4 allows also the direct recording of individual photoelectron events to the PC’s hard disk without onboard counting and bin sorting. The timing of recorded events, with respect to an independent onboard clock, is given by a special time-tag attached to each event (time-tagged mode). The onboard digital counter/timer of the PCI-MIO-16E-4 has a resolution of 50 ns. The time-tagged mode has to major advantages over the time-binned mode: (i)
data flow is only generated when a photon detection event occurs, and (ii) the temporal resolution is limited only by the temporal resolution of the on-board counter and the photo-electron detector dead time.

![Fig. 4a](image)

**Fig. 4a:** Synchronous histogram mode of data acquisition: Time is divided into bins of equal width, and for every time bin the number of detected photons together with a complete TCSPC histogram \( (\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_N) \) is recorded. Thus, for every time bin, \( N + 1 \) numbers have to be stored, where \( N \) is the number of TCSPC channels.

![Fig. 4b](image)

**Fig. 4b:** Asynchronous time-tagged time-resolved (TTTR) mode of data acquisition: Every detected photon is tagged with two numbers: its time of arrival \( t_j \) on a "macroscopic" time scale, and its time of arrival after the latest laser pulse \( \tau_j \) on a picosecond time scale. Data flow is directly proportional to the number of detected photons.

For monitoring fluorescence decay on a picosecond time scale, one needs electronics capable of TCSPC [16]. Additionally to registering the arrival time of the detected photons on a "macroscopic" time scale with \( \geq 50 \) ns temporal resolution, the arrival time of each photon with respect to the last exciting laser pulse is also registered on a "microscopic" picosecond time scale. In standard TCSPC applications, these picosecond arrival times are histogrammed by the acquisition electronics for obtaining a fluorescence decay curve of the observed fluorescence (histogramming mode). Fig.3 illustrates how a histogram is formed over multiple excitation/detection cycles. However, histogramming deletes any information about the photons’
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A solution to this problem is building a series of histograms within subsequent time slices of sufficiently small duration (analogous to the time binned mode mentioned above). However, even with the fastest available electronics, histogramming can not be repeated faster than ca. 1 histogram/ms, thus giving a rather coarse macroscopic temporal resolution. Moreover, for weak fluorescence signals, such a data acquisition mode generates huge numbers of histograms containing mostly zeros (only a few photons will be detected during one macroscopic time bin). The alternative to histogramming is the time-tagged time-resolved mode (TTTR). In TTTR, every detected photon is tagged with two times, the macroscopic arrival time (with a temporal resolution of ca. 50 – 100 ns) and the picosecond TCSPC time. Both times are directly stored on the PC’s hard disc. As in the time-tagged mode, TTTR mode preserves the complete macroscopic temporal resolution of the data acquisition board, and generates data flow only when a photon is detected. Comparison between Histogram mode and TTTR is visualized in Fig. 4a,b. There are two major commercial providers of such TCSPC-electronics: PicoQuant (Berlin, Germany), and Becker & Hickl (Berlin, Germany). The standard block scheme of a TCSPC data acquisition electronics with TTTR capability is shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 5: TCSPC schematic

When considering the maximum achievable rate of data acquisition (photon counting), several topics have to be considered. Firstly, all detectors working in single-photon counting mode have a finite dead time: After the detection of a photon, the detector has to recover before being able to detect the next photon. PMTs can handle count rates of up to $10^6$ counts per sec-
ond (cps), standard passively quenched SPADs saturate at a few hundred kcps. Actively quenched SPADs achieve count rates of ca. $5 \times 10^6$ cps. Secondly, the acquisition electronics has its own dead time. State-of-the-art TCSPC-electronics reach count rates of up to 16 Mcps, with a macroscopic time resolution down to 50 ns. Thirdly, to prevent statistical distortion of the measured fluorescence decay characteristics (pile-up, see Ref.[16]), photon counting rates should not exceed ca. 1/100 of the laser excitation rate. Usual high-repetition pulsed laser systems provide repetition rates of ca. 100 MHz. Thus, count rates around 1 MHz will be reasonable in most cases, which are easily handled by existing detectors and electronics.

2.12 Scanning instrumentation

For obtaining a complete two-dimensional image of the sample, either the sample or the illuminating beam must be scanned. Several techniques have been developed: Sample scanning, objective scanning, and beam scanning. Sample scanning is a good choice for many research applications, because it allows easy modifications of the optical system. For example, sample scanning makes the introduction of phase plates or other optical elements relatively simple because the illumination beam remains stationary. Since in a sample scanning microscope, excitation and imaging is done only near the optical axis, aberration effects have reduced impact on performance, in contrast to beam scanning where the entire field of view of the objective is used. Additionally, in sample scanning image size is solely limited by the scan range of the mechanical sample moving device. However, due to physical limitations of the speed of mechanically moving the sample, sample scanning results in relatively slow scan rates (ca. 10 s and more for a 500 by 500 pixel image with 25 by 25 nm pixel size). High accuracy and vibration stability are required for scanning stages. Typically, the stage should have a spatial resolution of better than 100 nm. Additionally, a sufficient large scan range is desirable for being able to image large samples. A very convenient scan stage is the PI P-527.2CL (Physik Instrumente, Waldbronn, Germany), providing a scan range of 200×200 µm². It has a 66×66 mm clear aperture ideally suited for fitting in a scanning microscope. Low voltage piezoelectric transducers (PZT, 0 to 100 V) and flexures are employed as drive and guiding system. The flexures provide zero striction/friction, ultra-high resolution and a high degree of guiding precision. Integrated capacitive position feedback sensors provide sub-nm positioning resolution and stability in closed loop operation.
In objective scanning, the objective lens is moved with respect to the fixed sample can be scanned. However, this technique is rarely used because it is difficult to maintain uniform illumination across the field of view.

![Block diagram of the scanner driver](image)

**Fig.6:** Block diagram of the scanner driver. The driver receives the time tag-clock (10 MHz) to allow pixel-aligned data collection. Thus allowing perfect synchronization with the TTTR mode of the TCSPC electronics. The initial scanner settings and scan range as well as the time per pixel are downloaded via a serial protocol (Serial Input parallel Output Shift Register). The scanner driver consists of a Field Programmable Gate Array that is configured to communicate with the TCSPC board and to drive a Digital to Analog Converter that supplies the x-y control voltages for the two scan directions at a resolution of 12 bit each (Loadable Counter).

The majority of commercial CLSMs employ one or another kind of beam scanning, which is typically much faster than sample scanning. Because the scan is de-magnified by the objective lens, the mechanical tolerances of beam scanning systems are less critical than those for sample scanning. Beam scanning CLSM usually uses feedback-stabilized vibrating mirrors which can scan at a frequency of up to 1 kHz per scan line. They achieve scan rates of 0.1 to 30 Hz per image. In an epi-illuminaton system, the collected light is "de-scanned" by passing the same scan mirrors as the excitation light, before being focused on the fixed detector. As in conventional microscopy, the image size of a beam scanning CLSM is limited to field of view of the used objective lens.

A special method of beam scanning is applying an acousto-optical modulator for fast scanning in at least one direction, while using a mirror to scan the beam along the other direction.
However, while this arrangement works well for confocal reflection imaging, it presents problems for confocal fluorescence imaging, since the longer wavelength fluorescence emission cannot be properly de-scanned by the wavelength-specific acousto-optical modulator. All single-beam CLSMs suffer from the limitations inherent to serial data collection, namely the necessity to compromise between the rate of image acquisition, the spatial resolution of the raster scan, and the signal-to-noise ratio. The usefulness of a fast beam scanning system for SMD fluorescence microscopy is thus controversial, since at low fluorescence signal levels, data acquisition may become limited by the achievable photon emission rates per pixel (see also next paragraph).

An important topic is image reconstruction. For high resolution confocal microscopy, lateral scan resolution of ca. 50 to 100 nm, and axial scan resolution of ca. 200 to 400 nm is reasonable (corresponding to the optical resolution of the microscope). Thus, a 2D image of $12.5 \times 12.5 \ \mu m^2$ with 50 nm scan step size will already contain $500 \times 500$ pixel. Assuming a typical single molecule fluorescence detection rate of 1 Mcps, and a desired peak number of ca. 100 photons/pixel for the center position of a molecule, one arrives at a reasonable scan rate of ca. 100 $\mu s$/pixel. As explained in the previous section, detected photons are preferentially registered and stored as time-tagged or time-tagged time-resolved data. An intensity and/or lifetime image is calculated from these stored photon data only after the scan. This means that there has to be perfect synchronization between scan motion and the time tagging of the detected photons (on a $\mu s$ time scale). This is rather difficult to realize by means of software within a usually non-real time environment such as Windows. Therefore, direct hardware-based synchronization between scanning and data acquisition is recommended, such as the scanner driver for the PI P-527 series [17]. The scanner driver is driven directly from the TCSPC board. It uses the time tag-clock for driving a scan stage/mirror scanner, ensuring perfect synchronization with the TTTR photon data acquisition. The initial scanner settings and scan range as well as the time per pixel are downloaded via a serial protocol. Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the driver hardware.

### 2.13 Controlling the objective-sample separation

When scanning large sample areas, an important issue may become keeping the depth of focus perfectly at the sample’s surface. For example, for an objective lens with 1.2 NA, the focused laser light has a depth of focus of ca. $\lambda/NA^2$ (Eq. 2.4), lying in the range of several hundred nanometers. Most CLSMs use a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) to move the micro-
scope objective vertically. Such devices with sufficiently free aperture and mounting adapt-
ers for microscope objectives are offered by a several companies (e.g. Physik Instrumente,
Piezystem Jena). A PZT has the advantage of being fast and extremely rigid, allowing to
keep the sample in a fixed position without shifting over long times. Their disadvantages are
that they have a limited range of motion and hysteresis effects.
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**Fig. 7:** Functional principal of the autofocus control: a cylindrical lens images light which is back
reflected at the sample surface onto a four-quadrant diode. For the correct distance between
the oil immersion objective and the sample, the image is circular, but it elongates in two
different perpendicular directions for too close or too far a distance.

For keeping the distance between objective and sample surface constant, a feedback mecha-
nism has to be implemented (autofocus). The necessary feedback signal can be derived from
the excitation light that is reflected back from the sample’s surface (see Fig.7). After passing
the objective lens, the reflected light is either convergent or divergent, depending on whether
the depth of focus is above or below the sample’s surface. At perfect focusing, the reflected
light emerges collimated. When sending this light through a cylindrical (astigmatic) lens, the
light is focused to a symmetric spot halfway between the two focal planes of the lens. A quad-
rant diode placed at this position (also called the plane of least confusion) then receives equal
intensities of light on its four quadrants. When the sample is out of focus, however, the astig-
matism creates an elongated spot on the detector. The orientation of this elongation depends
on the sign of defocusing, thus giving information whether the objective is too far away from
or too close to the sample’s surface (Fig.7). Thus, the ratios of the measured light intensities
on the four quadrants give a position error signal (PES), which is then used to drive the PZT
for maintaining perfect focus position.
2.14 Summary

In the following chapters, experimental results of single molecule fluorescence detection will be reported, demonstrating the capabilities and performance of the CLSM-SMD system. The schematic of the used system corresponds to that shown in Fig. 8.

![Schematic of the experimental set-up. Abbreviations: AF – excitation filter; 2M – two-mirror beam steering; PS – polarizing beam splitter; PF + ¼ – polarizer and λ/4-plate; DM – dichroic mirror; EF – emission filter; AL – achromatic lens; CA – confocal aperture; SPAD – single photon avalanche diode; PT – piezo stage; PiFoc – linear piezo actuator; CL – cylindrical lens; QD – quadrant diode. For details, see main text.](image)

The light of a pulsed diode laser (PDL 800, PicoQuant, Berlin) with 635 nm emission wavelength, ~ 80 ps FWHM pulse width, and 40 MHz repetition rate, is coupled to a polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber (core diameter ~ 3 μm). The light exiting the fiber is collimated by an infinity-corrected low magnification microscope objective (Zeiss, 10x, infinity). Fiber alignment is done with mechanical xyz-stage (not shown). The light beam passes an excitation filter (636DF9, Omega Optical) and is directed into a double-mirror beam steering device for laser beam alignment. A polarizer and a λ/4-plate (both Linos Photonics) are used
to change the beam polarization from linear to circular. The dichroic mirror (650DRLP, Omega Optical) reflects the light into a high aperture oil immersion objective (100×, NA 1.4, CFI, Nikon). A tube lens (200 mm focal distance) focuses collected fluorescence light onto a pinhole with 100 µm diameter. An achromatic doublet lens (25 mm focal distance, Linos Photonics) refocuses the light onto the active area (170 µm diameter) of a single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) (AQR-14, Perkin Elmer, ~ 60% quantum yield of detection at 670 nm). Two emission band-pass filters (670DF40, Omega Optical), one positioned directly after the tube lens, the other directly in front of the detector, discriminate fluorescence against scattered light. The dark count rate of the single-photon avalanche diode is less than 100 counts per second and thus mostly negligible. For two-channel measurements, a second detection channel is set up by placing a polarizing beam splitter (TSWP 633 nm, Linos Photonics) after the pinhole, and having a second refocusing lens and SPAD in the reflected light path. For the autofocus system, which is implemented as described in Section 2.13, light is reflected with a polarizing beam splitter (TSWP 633 nm, Linos Photonics) onto a cylindrical lens (40 mm focal length), imaging the reflected light onto a quadrant diode (Si PIN photodiode S6242, Hamamatsu). Vertical motion of the objective is realized with a piezo actuator (PIFOC P-721-20, Physik Instrumente). Sample scanning is achieved by mounting the sample onto an xy-nano-positioning system with 200×200 µm² scanning range (PI P-527.2CL with additional electronic equipment, Physik Instrumente). Integrated capacitive position sensors provide sub-nanometer positioning resolution and stability in closed loop operation. The stage has a 66×66 mm² clear aperture, allowing free access of the oil immersion objective to the mounted sample. The used TCSPC/photon-counting electronics is a TimeHarp 200 PCI-card (PicoQuant). The card can record digital photon detection signals in time-tagged time-resolved (TTTR) mode. TCSPC time is binned into 4096 channels and minimum channel width of < 40 ps. Temporal resolution of time-tagging is 100 ns. Average photon count rate of this card is 2 Mcps. If photon detection rates temporarily exceed this limit, a first-in first-out memory (FIFO) on the card can buffer up to $2^{16} = 65536$ counts for subsequent processing and data transfer to the PC memory.

For synchronization between scan stage and data acquisition, a PI P-527 (PicoQuant) scan stage driver was employed. The driver generates a step-wise periodic-triangular up-down voltage ramp for the x-direction of the piezo stage, and a linearly increasing step-wise voltage ramp for the y-direction. The maximum number of steps in each direction is $2^{12} = 4096$, the step frequency is freely adjustable up to 4 kHz. The voltage of the y-direction is increased by
one increment every time when an up-down ramp of the x-direction is finished. Thus, a rectangular area of the sample surface is scanned with constant scan speed.

### 2.15 References
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An important special application for confocal fluorescence detection is fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and fluorescence intensity distribution analysis (FIDA), which will be the topic of the present chapter. In FCS, fluorescence is not measured directly on the surface of the glass cover slip, but several micrometers above the surface in solution. By evaluating the fluctuations of the measured photon count signal, information about single molecule fluorescence intensity, triplet-state dynamics, rotational and translational diffusivity and other parameters can be extracted. Although no scanning is required, the optical and mechanical requirements for doing FCS measurements are similar to those necessary for imaging surfaces.

3.1 Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy

FCS was first realized in the early 1970 [1,2] and became a very popular spectroscopic technique in the nineties due to significantly improved optics and excitation sources (for overviews see e.g. [3,4]). The molecular parameter which is directly addressed by FCS is the diffusion constant of the fluorescing molecules. Additionally, FCS is a very sensitive method for determining the chemical concentration of a fluorescing species, which made it a promising technique in screening and diagnostics [5-10].

In FCS, the measured fluorescence intensity is correlated with its time-shifted image (autocorrelation) for varying time-shift values, generating the autocorrelation curve \( g(t) \). If, for simplicity, any background is neglected, the measured signal \( I(t) \) is due completely to the fluorescence of all the molecules within the sample,

\[
I(t) = \sum_j I_j(t), \tag{3.1}
\]

where the index \( j \) refers to the \( j \)th molecule, and the summation runs over all molecule in solution. Thus, the autocorrelation curve \( g(t) \) is given by
\[ g(t) = \langle I(t_0)I(t_0 + t) \rangle \]

\[ = \left( \sum_j I_j(t_0) \right) \left( \sum_k I_k(t_0 + t) \right) \]

\[ = \sum_j \langle I_j(t_0)I_j(t_0 + t) \rangle + \sum_{j \neq k} \langle I_j \rangle \langle I_k \rangle \] (3.2)

where the triangular brackets denote averaging over all possible time values \( t_0 \). In the last line it was taken into account that fluorescence photons coming from different molecules are completely uncorrelated (no intermolecular interaction provided). Because all molecules in solution are indistinguishable, the last equation can be simplified further to

\[ g(t) = N\langle i(t_0)I(t_0 + t) \rangle + N(N-1)\langle i(t_0) \rangle^2, \] (3.3)

where \( i \) is the measured fluorescence intensity of any molecule, averaged over all start positions of the molecule, and \( N \) is the total number of molecules present in the sample. Thus, the task of calculating the function \( g(t) \) reduces to calculating \( \langle i(t_0)I(t_0 + t) \rangle \), the correlation of the fluorescence signal stemming from the same molecule, and \( \langle i \rangle \), the average fluorescence intensity signal of a molecule. In the most general way, the correlation \( \langle i(t_0)I(t_0 + t) \rangle \) can be expressed as

\[ \langle i(t_0)I(t_0 + t) \rangle = \frac{\phi_f}{\tau_f} \int d\Omega_0 \int d\Omega_1 \int d\vec{r}_0 \int d\vec{r}_1 U(\vec{r}_1, \Omega_1) K(\vec{r}_1, \Omega_1, \vec{r}_0, \Omega_0) U(\vec{r}_0, \Omega_0) s(\vec{r}_0, \Omega_0) \] (3.4)

where \( s(\vec{r}_0, \Omega_0) \) is the probability that the molecule is in its excited state if it has, at some start time \( t_0 \), the position \( \vec{r}_0 \) and orientation \( \Omega_0 \); \( U(\vec{r}, \Omega) \) is the light collection efficiency function (CEF) of the measurement system for detecting a photon from an emitting molecule at position \( \vec{r} \) and orientation \( \Omega \); \( K(\vec{r}_1, \Omega_1, \vec{r}_0, \Omega_0) d\vec{r}_1 \) is the conditional probability that the molecule, starting in the ground state at position \( \vec{r}_0 \) and having orientation \( \Omega_0 \) at some start time \( t_0 \), will be in the excited state within the volume element \( d\vec{r}_1 \) at position \( \vec{r}_1 \) and having orientation \( \Omega_1 \) at time \( t_0 + t_1 \); \( \phi_f \) and \( \tau_f \) are the fluorescence quantum yield and decay time, re-
spectively; and $V$ is the total volume of the sample solution, over which the spatial integrations are carried out. The integrations over $\Omega_0$ and $\Omega_1$ extend over all possible molecule orientations, and it is assumed that the integration measure is chosen in such a way so that 
$$\int d\Omega = 1.$$ It should be noted that the start time $t_0$ does not explicitly occur on the r.h.s. of the last equation, reflecting invariance of an FCS measurement with respect to time translation. This is a correct assumption as long as photobleaching or other processes, leading to irreversible extraction of fluorescing molecules from the sample, can be neglected. Finally, the one-molecule average fluorescence signal is given by

$$\langle \phi \rangle = V^{-1} \frac{\phi_f}{\tau_f} \int d\Omega \int d\vec{r} U(\vec{r}, \Omega) \phi(\vec{r}, \Omega).$$  (3.5)

Inserting the above expressions into the equation for the autocorrelation function $g(t)$ one finds

$$g(t) = \left( \frac{\phi_f}{\tau_f} \right)^2 \left[ c \int d\Omega_0 \int d\Omega_1 \int d\vec{r}_0 \int d\vec{r}_1 U(\vec{r}_1, \Omega_1) K(\vec{r}_1, \Omega_1, t|\vec{r}_0, \Omega_0) U(\vec{r}_0, \Omega_0) \phi(\vec{r}_0, \Omega_0) 
+ c^2 \int d\vec{r} U(\vec{r}, \Omega) \phi(\vec{r}, \Omega) \right].$$  (3.6)

where the molecular concentration $c = N/V$ was introduced and the approximation $N (N - 1)/V^2 \approx c^2$ was made. Eq. (3.6) is of very general validity, capable of taking into account molecular effects like triplet state dynamics, multiple state fluorescence behavior, optical saturation, rotational diffusion, and most general molecular transport modes such as complex diffusion and/or fluid flow.

In the following, the assumption is made that the rotational diffusion of the molecules is much faster than their fluorescence lifetime, so that the molecules can be considered to be isotropic emitters. In that case, all dependencies on molecular orientation are disappearing in the above equations, significantly simplifying all subsequent considerations. Furthermore, if the molecules cycle only between the ground and excited state, without intersystem crossing or transitions into other excited state levels, then the probability of finding a molecule in the excited state when it is at position $\vec{r}$ is given by
where $\sigma$ is the absorption cross section, and $E(\vec{r})$ the excitation light intensity at position $\vec{r}$.

The last expression on the r.h.s. is a valid approximation for excitation intensities far below optical saturation, $E(\vec{r}) \ll \left(\sigma \tau\right)^{-1}$.

For molecules with such simple photophysical behaviour, the ”propagator” $K(\vec{r}_i, t|\vec{r}_0)$ splits into a purely photophysical and a pure transport part:

$$K(\vec{r}_i, t|\vec{r}_0) \equiv s(\vec{r}_i)G(\vec{r}_i, t|\vec{r}_0),$$

where $G(\vec{r}_i, t|\vec{r}_0)$ is the conditional probability that a molecule will be found at position $\vec{r}_i$ after time $t$ if it was found at position $\vec{r}_0$ at zero time. For a freely diffusing molecule, this function is given by the Green’s function of the diffusion equation,

$$G(\vec{r}_i, t|\vec{r}_0) \equiv G(\vec{r}_i - \vec{r}_0, t) = \frac{1}{(4\pi Dt)^{3/2}} \exp \left[-\frac{(\vec{r}_i - \vec{r}_0)^2}{4Dt}\right],$$

where $D$ denotes the diffusion coefficient, and $G$ depends only on the position distance $\vec{r}_i - \vec{r}_0$. Collecting together all above expressions, one finds

$$g(t) = \left(\phi / \sigma\right) c \left[ \int d\vec{r}_i \int d\vec{r}_0 \ U(\vec{r}_i)E(\vec{r}_i)G(\vec{r}_i - \vec{r}_0, t_0)U(\vec{r}_0)E(\vec{r}_0) + c^2 \left[ \int d\vec{r} U(\vec{r})E(\vec{r}) \right]^2 \right].$$

Already at this point, without any further specification of the functional shape of the functions $E(\vec{r})$ and $U(\vec{r})$, a remarkable property of $g(t)$ can be derived. Taking into account the zero and infinity time properties of $G$,

$$\lim_{t \to 0} G(\vec{r}_i - \vec{r}_0, t) = \delta(\vec{r}_i - \vec{r}_0)$$

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} G(\vec{r}_i - \vec{r}_0, t) = 0$$

(3.11)
one finds for the corresponding limits of $g(t)$

\[
\lim_{t \to 0} g(t) = g_0 = \left( \phi_f \sigma \right) \left[ c \int d\vec{r} [U(\vec{r}) E(\vec{r})] \right] + c^2 \left[ \int d\vec{r} U(\vec{r}) E(\vec{r}) \right]^2,
\]

\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} g(t) = g_\infty = \left( \phi_f \sigma \right) c^2 \left[ \int d\vec{r} U(\vec{r}) E(\vec{r}) \right]^2.
\]

(3.12)

This leads to the remarkable relation

\[
\frac{g_\infty}{g_0 - g_\infty} = c \left[ \int d\vec{r} U(\vec{r}) E(\vec{r}) \right]^2 = c \left( \Omega_{\text{eff}} \right),
\]

(3.13)

connecting the zero and infinity time limits of the autocorrelation function with the concentration $c$ of the fluorescing molecules. The proportionality factor on the r.h.s. represents the effective detection volume $\int \Omega_{\text{eff}}$ and depends only on the excitation light distribution and the CEF of the measurement system, but not on any molecular parameter such as fluorescence quantum yield, absorption cross section etc. Thus, measuring the fluorescence autocorrelation function allows, in principle, to determine absolute molecular concentrations. The single additional ingredient necessary is the explicit knowledge of the product $U(\vec{r})E(\vec{r})$.

In nearly all papers on FCS, the \textit{ad hoc} assumption

\[
U(\vec{r})E(\vec{r}) = \kappa \exp \left( -2 \frac{x^2 + y^2}{a^2} - 2 \frac{z^2}{b^2} \right),
\]

(3.14)

is made, thus assuming a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution for the function $U(\vec{r})E(\vec{r})$ with the three parameters $\kappa$, $a$ and $b$. This leads to a simple algebraic expression of the autocorrelation function,

\[
g(t) = a^2 b^2 \sigma^2 \phi_f^2 \kappa^2 \left[ \frac{\pi^{3/2}}{8} \frac{c}{\left( 1 + 4Dt/a^2 \right)^{3/2} \left( 1 + 4Dt/b^2 \right)^{3/2} + \pi^{3/2} c^2} \right],
\]

(3.15)

and, subsequently, to the relation
\[
\frac{g_w}{g_0 - g_w} = c\pi^{3/2} a^2 b, 
\]
(3.16)

determining the effective detection volume as \( v_{\text{eff}} = \pi^{3/2} a^2 b \).

### 3.2 Effect of dead time and afterpulsing on correlation functions

For single-photon counting, a detector with internal gain is essential because of signal-to-noise considerations. In avalanche photodiodes (APDs), an incident photon produces a current avalanche in close analogy to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). This avalanche generates the internal gain not exhibited by ordinary photodiodes as discussed in section 2.9. In the sub-Geiger mode the gain may be approximately \( 10^2 \), whereas under Geiger conditions where a reversed bias supply voltage is chosen above breakdown, so that a typical gain of \( 10^6 \) can be achieved.

In Geiger mode any photon absorbed in the semiconductor will generate an electron-hole pair, which is separated and accelerated in the applied electric field. Its kinetic energy will then generate additional charges, thereby creating a current avalanche. This avalanche generates the internal gain not exhibited by ordinary photodiodes. However, in contrast to the PMT, the avalanche current has to be terminated by electronic means. The termination of the current avalanche is achieved by reducing the electric field so that the avalanche current falls below the latch current, whereby an efficient quench usually requires a reduction of the electric field below breakdown.

The first single-photon APDs (SPADs) operated as a single-photon counting system were passive quenched devices, in which a large load resistor \( R_L \) was placed in series with the diode. During avalanche, the voltage drop across the load resistor decreases the voltage across the diode so that the current drops below the latch value. Subsequently, the depletion layer is recharged within the characteristic time \( t_r = R_L \cdot C_D \), where \( C_D \) is the capacitance of the diode plus any stray capacitance. During the recharging time the SPAD is completely unresponsive until the bias voltage is again above breakdown, which typically lasts 200 ns. Accordingly, a passive quenched SPAD shows no sharply defined dead time. In active quenching, fast transistors, triggered by the breakdown pulse, are used to quickly lower and then reset the bias voltage, hence producing a shorter dead time of about 40 ns.
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The flow of charges associated with every avalanche fills up impurity levels in the semiconductor band gap. Some of the generated charge carriers however are temporarily trapped in the junction depletion layer. When these carriers are released by thermal excitation new free carriers are created that can lead to afterpulses which are correlated with the initial event. This effect can be partly compensated by allowing the trap population to relax during a deep and long lasting quench of the supply voltage. However, this liberation of trapped charges leads to the considerably worse afterpulsing behavior observed with SPADs in comparison with PMTs.

According to Ref. [11] the applications of single-photon detectors can be roughly divided into three classes differing in the requirements on the performance of the detector: The first class consists of simple low level light detection, which only requires a good sensitivity and a reasonable linearity or simple formulas for nonlinearity corrections. The second class is single-photon timing [12], which requires a low timing jitter of the output pulse, but dead time and afterpulsing play only a minor role since only the first photoevent following a start trigger is registered. However, the most stringent requirements on the detector are imposed by the third class of applications encompassing photon correlation experiments such as dynamic light scattering or fluorescence correlation. Such experiments are particularly sensitive to dead time and afterpulsing as they strongly distort the temporal photon count correlation function, which is the fundamental quantity in photon correlation experiments.

The distortion of the photon count correlation function by dead time and afterpulsing is two-fold. Firstly, one observes the direct effect, which is due to a violation of the assumption of statistical independence, i.e. the independence of the detection process in two distinct time intervals. This assumption is distorted by the finite dead time of the SPAD: The probability to detect a photon depends on the arrival time of the preceding pulses, resulting in a correlation hole for time lags smaller than the detectors dead time. Additionally, the assumption of statistical independence is distorted by the afterpulsing behavior of the SPAD: The probability to detect an event after the registration of a photon is virtually increased due to afterpulsing, leading to an overshooting of the correlation function.

The second type of distortion due to dead time and afterpulsing are indirect effects, which stem from the non-linearity of the expected count rate with the incident light intensity. This effect is particularly severe in experiments were large fluctuations of the signal occur. Nonlinearity due to dead time results in flattening of the signal peaks and thus in server distortions of the correlation function.

If the direct effects are not tolerable, a simple practical approach is employed: by splitting the received light onto two SPADs and performing a cross correlation of the two photon count
signals, the statistical independence of the detection process in the two distinct channels eliminates any direct effect. However, even when using the cross-correlation scheme, indirect effects remain present in experiments were large fluctuations of the signal occur. Depending on the experimental conditions, this has to be considered for correct data analysis.

For the investigation of the direct effects, the photoncount correlation in the auto- and cross correlation scheme was measured with the help of two actively quenched SPADs (SPCM-AQR-14, for details see Part 2.9), using attenuated daylight as a source of non-correlated light. Both detectors supplied standard TTL output pulses, which were directly fed into a router of the TCSPC card (TimeHarp 200 PIC board, PicoQuant). The card can record photon-detection signals in the TTTR mode. In TTTR mode (see section 2.11) the card computes a 32 bit label for every detected photon: 16 bit contain the TCSPC time, 12 bit the time tag, 1 bit indicates overflow of the time tag counter, and 3 bits keep the routing information. From this 32 bit label the time tag and routing information is used to calculate the photon correlation function with 100 ns temporal resolution. Fig.9 shows the corresponding auto- and cross correlation function. The cross correlation function exhibits only small distortions due to the dead time of the TCSPC board, whereas the autocorrelation function displays a huge peak due to afterpulsing.
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3.3 Calculation of the light collection efficiency function in fluorescence correlation spectroscopy

For extracting quantitative values of diffusion coefficient and/or the solute concentration from the measured FCS curve, precise knowledge of the fluorescence detection function is required. The fluorescence detection function is defined by the convolution of the excitation intensity distribution and the fluorescence collection efficiency function (CEF). In nearly all publications on FCS, this fluorescence detection function is assumed to have a simple three-dimensional Gaussian shape. This assumption has the advantage of leading to simple algebraic expression for the FCS curves, containing two adjustable parameters (the widths of the Gaussian distribution along the two principal directions along and perpendicular to the optical axis). However, the actual fluorescence detection function has a rather complicated shape, only marginally resembling a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution. It is by lucky chance that the standard model fits so well the experimental FCS curves. The actual physical meaning of the two fit parameters remains rather obscure. Accordingly, no absolute values for the diffusion coefficient or solute concentration can be determined (although comparative measurements are still possible).

There is no principal difficulty in modeling FCS curves based on the knowledge of the exact excitation intensity distribution and CEF. When calculating both the excitation intensity distribution and the CEF, one has to take into account possible optical aberrations occurring when a water-immersion objective is not well corrected to the thickness of the cover slide through which the detection is made, or when an oil-immersion objective images deep into a solution having a lower refractive index than that of the immersion oil. Especially the latter is the case when using oil-immersion objectives with high numerical aperture for FCS measurements in solution, which is, from an experimental point of view, very convenient, due to the broad availability and relatively low cost of high quality oil-immersion objectives. How to calculate the electric field distribution (and thus intensity distribution) of a focused laser under such conditions was shown in detail in Ref.[13]. An exact wave-optics approach to the calculation of the dipole-imaging-CEF under similar conditions is still missing. Special attention has to be paid that most fluorescent molecules exhibit the emission characteristics of an electric dipole emitter. When calculating the CEF, this dipolar character of the emission can not be neglected, especially if one aims at modeling fluorescence anisotropy measurements.

The goal of the present section is to present a general approach for calculating the dipole-imaging-CEF for both water and oil-immersion objectives, taking into account aberrational effect, caused either by thickness variations of the used cover slides (water-immersion objec-
tives), or by refractive index mismatch between solution and immersion medium (oil-immersion objective). As will be discussed in the next section knowledge of the exact CEF, together with the excitation intensity distribution, will allow for a complete ab-initio modeling of FCS data, opening the way for absolute quantification of diffusion coefficients, solute concentrations, as well as photophysical kinetics or rotational diffusion coefficients.

3.3.1 Theory

Two different imaging setups are considered here: imaging with a cover-slip corrected water immersion objective, and imaging with an oil-immersion objective. The theoretical approach for calculating the CEF in both cases is based on the theory developed by Richards and Wolf in their seminal papers Ref.[14,15]. The core idea of their approach is to represent the electromagnetic field in image space as a superposition of plane waves, and finding a relation between the amplitudes and polarizations of these plane waves and the intensity and polarization distribution of the electromagnetic field in object space. The main assumption made is that the objective is perfectly aplanatic, which means that one has a purely linear relationship between object and image points (points in the sense of centers of spherical wave fronts). For high quality objectives, this is a realistic assumption for object points near the optical axis and with axial position close to the objective’s focus (at its working distance) – exactly the region of interest in FCS measurements.

![Diagram of imaging a dipole emitter onto a confocal aperture by an apoplanatic objective.](image-url)
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The general imaging geometry is schematically shown in Fig. 10. An oscillating dipole (e.g., fluorescing molecule) emits light which has, at distances much larger than the wavelength of light, a nearly spherical wave front. The objective converts this light into a converging, nearly spherical wave front in image space. Here and in the following, the term "objective" refers to the complete optics which images the object space onto the confocal aperture in image space, and may thus also comprise e.g. a tube lens.

As was shown in Ref. [16], for a dipole emitter located at exactly the objective’s focus (on the optical axis at the exact working distance of the objective), the components $E_a$ of the electric field amplitude at a target point near the focal plane in image space are given by

$$E_a(\rho', \phi', z') = 2\pi e^{i(kR + ik'R') \frac{\theta_{max}}{R}} \int_0^{\theta_{max}} \sin \theta' \sqrt{\cos \theta \cos \theta'} G_{ab}^E(\theta', \phi', \rho') p_b \exp[i k' z' \cos \theta'], \quad (3.17)$$

where the subscripts $a$ and $b$ denote Cartesian components $x, y, z$ ($z$ along the optical axis), summation over repeating indices is assumed; $R$ is the distance from the dipole emitter to a point (determined by $\theta$ and $\psi$) on a reference sphere around the object space focus; $R'$ is the radius of the reference sphere around the image space focus, respectively (see Fig. 10); $k$ and $k'$ are the wave numbers of the light in object and image space, respectively; $\rho'$ is the distance of the target point from the optical axis; $z'$ is the distance of the target point from the image plane along the optical axis; $\phi'$ is the angle between the plane containing the target point and the optical axis, and the $xz$-plane; and the $p_b$ are the Cartesian components of the dipole amplitude. The relation between angles $\theta$ and $\theta'$ is given by the magnification $M$ of the objective via $\tan \theta = M \tan \theta'$, and the integration limit of $\theta'$ is defined through the numerical aperture $NA$ and the refractive index $n$ of the object space by

$$\theta'_{\text{max}} = \arctan \left[ \frac{\sqrt{\frac{NA}{M \sqrt{n^2 - NA^2}}} \right]. \quad (3.18)$$

The components of the tensor $G_{ab}^E$ are given by:
\[ G_{xx}^E = \frac{1}{2} \left( t_s + t_p \cos \theta' \cos \theta \right) J_0 + \frac{1}{2} \left( t_s - t_p \cos \theta' \cos \theta \right) J_2 \cos 2\phi', \]
\[ G_{xy}^E = G_{yx}^E = \frac{1}{2} \left( t_s - t_p \cos \theta' \cos \theta \right) J_2 \sin 2\phi', \]
\[ G_{xz}^E = -it_p \cos \theta' \sin \theta J_1 \cos \phi', \]
\[ G_{yz}^E = \frac{1}{2} \left( t_s + t_p \cos \theta' \cos \theta \right) J_0 - \frac{1}{2} \left( t_s - t_p \cos \theta' \cos \theta \right) J_2 \cos 2\phi', \]
\[ G_{yx}^E = it_p \sin \theta' \cos \theta J_1 \sin \phi', \]
\[ G_{x}^E = it_p \sin \theta' \sin \theta J_1 \sin \phi', \]
\[ G_{zz}^E = -t_p \sin \theta' \sin \theta J_0, \]

where the \( J_{0,1,2} \) denote Bessel functions of the first kind [17] with argument \( k' \rho' \sin \theta' \). In addition to Ref.[16], Fresnel’s transmission coefficients for plane \( p \)- and \( s \)-waves, \( t_{p,s} = t_{p,s}(\theta) \), were introduced for taking into account the polarization dependent reflection losses at the solution/cover slide interface.

\[ \delta_s \]
\[ d \]

**Fig.11:** Geometry of imaging through a water immersion objective and a coverslip which is by a value \( d \) thicker than the value for perfect imaging. Dashed lines represent light ray propagation in the absence of the coverslip layer of thickness \( d \).
The magnetic field amplitudes, \( B_a \), are given by expressions similar to those of Eq. (3.17) but multiplied with \( n' \) (refractive index of image space), and with a different tensor \( G_{ab}^B \):

\[
G_{xx}^B = -G_{yy}^B = \frac{1}{2} \left( t_p \cos \theta - t_s \cos \theta' \right) J_2 \sin 2\phi', \\
G_{xy}^B = -\frac{1}{2} \left( t_p \cos \theta + t_s \cos \theta' \right) J_0 - \frac{1}{2} \left( t_p \cos \theta - t_s \cos \theta' \right) J_2 \cos 2\phi', \\
G_{xz}^B = it_p J_1 \sin \theta \sin \phi', \\
G_{yx}^B = -\frac{1}{2} \left( t_p \cos \theta + t_s \cos \theta' \right) J_0 - \frac{1}{2} \left( t_p \cos \theta - t_s \cos \theta' \right) J_2 \cos 2\phi', \\
G_{yz}^B = -it_p J_1 \sin \theta \cos \phi', \\
G_{zx}^B = -it_s J_1 \sin \theta' \sin \phi', \\
G_{zy}^B = it_s J_1 \sin \theta' \cos \phi', \\
G_{zz}^B = 0.
\]

When considering a water-immersion objective, additional aberrational effects may come into play. Usually, water-immersion objectives are corrected for taking into account the presence of a standard glass cover slide between the objective and the sample solution. A deviation of the cover slide’s thickness from its standard value introduces optical aberrations. Consider the situation that the cover slide’s thickness is too large by some value \( d \) (see Fig. 11). From a geometrical optics point of view, a light ray emerging from a point source is refracted towards the optical axis at a plane which is a distance \( d \) closer towards the source than what would be the case for perfect imaging (Fig. 11 shows the situation for an on-axis emitter positioned at the working distance \( w \) of the objective). For the objective, such a ray appears as emerging under ideal imaging conditions (\( d = 0 \)) from a point source a distance \( \delta z \) closer towards the objective than the actual source. If the emitter is located on the optical axis a distance \( w + \delta z \) away from the objective, then \( \delta z \) is given by

\[
\delta z = \frac{(w + \delta z - d) \tan \theta + d \tan \theta'}{\tan \theta} = \delta z + d \left( 1 - \frac{\tan \theta'}{\tan \theta} \right),
\]

where \( \theta' \) is the angle of propagation after refraction by the water/cover slip interface, and is related to \( \theta \) by Snellius’ law: \( n \sin \theta = n' \sin \theta' \), \( n' \) being the refractive index of the cover.
slide. For a perfectly aplanatic objective, the refracted light ray will be converted into a light ray crossing the optical axis a distance \( \delta s' \) behind the image plane, whereas

\[
\delta s' = M^2 \delta s. \tag{3.22}
\]

From a wave optics point of view this means that, in image space, the plane wave component propagating at an angle \( \theta' \) has acquired some phase shift \( \Delta \) with respect to the same plane wave component under perfect imaging conditions \( (d = 0) \). Simple geometric considerations show that this phase shift is determined by the relation (cf. Fig.11)

\[
\frac{\Delta}{k_0} = -n \delta s + n'(1 - \cos \theta') \delta s' + d \tan \theta' \left( \frac{n''}{\sin \theta'} - \frac{n}{\sin \theta} \right), \tag{3.23}
\]

where \( k_0 \) is the vacuum wave number. The first two terms in Eq.(3.23) account for the optical path differences acquired during propagation in object and image space, whereas the last term is the optical path difference acquired during propagation within a slab of the cover slide with thickness \( d \). The field amplitudes in image space are given by expressions similar to those of Eqs.(3.17,3.19,3.20), but with the tensor components \( G_{ab}^{E,b} \) multiplied by the additional factor \( \exp(i \Delta) \).

A similar line of reasoning can be followed when considering an oil-immersion objective looking into a liquid solution having a refractive index value which is lower than that of glass and the immersion oil. This situation is depicted in Fig.12. Here, \( w \) denotes again the working distance of the objective, and \( d \) is the distance by which the objective’s focus is moved into the solution away from the glass surface. Normally, an oil-immersion objective is perfectly corrected for imaging directly at the glass/solution interface. An emitter which is located on the optical axis a distance \( d \) away from that interface appears for the objective as emerging under perfectly matched imaging conditions \( (d = 0) \) from a source a distance \( \delta s \) farther away from the objective than the actual emitter. For an emitter located a distance \( w + \delta \zeta \) away from the objective \( \delta s \) is given by

\[
\delta s = \frac{(d + \delta \zeta) \tan \theta + (w - d) \tan \theta''}{\tan \theta''} - w = \frac{(d + \delta \zeta) \tan \theta}{\tan \theta''} - d. \tag{3.24}
\]
Fig. 12: Geometry of imaging through an oil immersion objective which is focused into solution a distance \( d \) above the coverslip’s surface. Dashed lines represent light ray propagation if the refractive index of the solution would be equal to that of the immersion oil.

The cross-point between optical axis and the corresponding light ray in image space is shifted by a value \( \delta s' = M^2 \delta s \) closer towards the objective. From a wave optics point of view, this corresponds to a phase shift \( \Delta \),

\[
\frac{\Delta}{k_0} = n\delta s - n'(1 - \cos \theta')\delta s' + (d + \delta z)\left(\frac{n}{\cos \theta} - \frac{n^*}{\cos \theta^*}\right),
\]

of the \( \theta' \)-plane-wave-component with respect to the same component under perfectly matched imaging conditions. Again, the field amplitudes are given by Eqs.(3.17,3.19,3.20) with the tensor components \( G_{E,B} \) multiplied by the additional factor \( \exp(i\Delta) \). However, the integration limit \( \theta'_{\text{max}} \) is now determined by the angle of total internal reflection, not by the numerical aperture of the objective:

\[
\theta'_{\text{max}} = \arctan\left(\frac{n}{M \sqrt{n^*^2 - n^2}}\right).
\]

Until now, only emitters located exactly on the optical axis were considered. To obtain the field amplitudes for a dipole located off the optical axis, one uses again the aplanatic property of the objective. The field amplitudes in image space for a dipole shifted away from the opti-
cal axis by a vector $\bar{\rho}$ are given by the field distributions for the on-axis dipole, but shifted by the vector $\bar{\rho}' = -M\bar{\rho}$. Thus, Eqs.(3.17,3.19,3.20) together with Eq.(3.23) or Eq.(3.25), respectively, contain full information about the electric and magnetic field amplitudes in image space for an arbitrary dipole position in object space. Finally, the light detected by a detector behind the confocal aperture is proportional to the integral of the Poynting vector, 
$$\tilde{S} = \left(c/8\pi\right) \left(\tilde{E} \times \tilde{B}^*\right),$$
over the aperture opening.

It should be noted that the considerations concerning imaging through the oil immersion objective are valid only for dipoles located in solution far away (several wavelengths) from the solution/glass interface, where the dipole emission can be considered to be that of a free dipole within a homogeneous environment. If the dipole comes into wavelength distance with the interface, coupling of evanescent modes into the glass start to play an important role, significantly changing the imaging conditions (for a detailed discussion of that case, see Ref.[18]). However, in FCS applications, fluorescence is usually detected several micrometers above the glass surface.

3.3.2 Numerical results and discussion

Numerical calculations were performed for two different objectives: a water immersion objective with 1.2 NA and 66 2/3 magnification, and an oil immersion objective with 1.4 NA and 100 times magnification. In both cases, an emission wavelength of 670 nm was assumed, corresponding to the emission maximum of standard dyes that are excitable by diode lasers or HeNe lasers at 633-35 nm. The circular confocal aperture was assumed to have a diameter of 100 µm, being positioned in the image plane of the objective.

A remarkable feature of the dipole-imaging-CEF is that, for a perfectly centered circular confocal aperture, it is independent on the dipole’s orientation within the xy-plane (see Fig.10). Thus, one has only to distinguish between dipole orientations perpendicular and along the optical axis.
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Fig. 13: CEF for emitting dipoles at 680 nm emission wavelength CEF imaged by a water-immersion objective (NA = 1.2, magnification 66.2”). Shown is the light collection efficiency in dependence on the dipole position \((\rho, z)\), where \(\rho\) is the distance from the optical axis, and \(z\) the position along the optical axis. Left panel shows the CEF for dipoles oriented perpendicular to the optical axis \(z\), middle panel that for dipoles oriented along the optical axis, and right panel that for isotropically oriented dipoles. The different subplots show the results for different cover slide-thickness deviations of (a) 0 \(\mu\)m, (b) 2 \(\mu\)m, (c) 4 \(\mu\)m, (d) 6 \(\mu\)m, and (e) 8 \(\mu\)m. Subplot (f) shows the corresponding grayscale coding of the CEF values. Notice the logarithmic grading of levels of equal efficiency. For every value of \(d\), the CEFs were normalized by the maximum value of the isotropic-emitter CEF (right panel).
Fig. 13 shows the results of a series of CEF calculations for a water-immersion objective, with the excess value \( d \) of the cover slide’s thickness increasing from zero to eight micrometers. The results for negative values of \( d \) (i.e. the cover slide being too thin) look similar, but being reflected at the focal plane \( z = 0 \). The figures show the CEF in dependence of the dipole location in object space, whereas the left hand panels show the CEF for dipole orientation perpendicular to the optical axis (transversal orientation, \( \perp \)), the center panels that for dipole orientation along the optical axis (axial orientation, \( \parallel \)), and the right hand panels that for a random dipole orientation (isotropic emitter). The latter is important when studying molecules with rotational diffusion times much faster than the fluorescence decay time, whereas the first two results are important when dealing with slowly rotating molecules. Even a slight excess of the cover slide’s thickness from its nominal value causes severe aberrations, which will have a strong impact on the temporal behavior and overall shape of a FCS curve.

Figs. 14 show the similar results for an oil immersion objective, for values of the focus distance \( d \) above a surface increasing from 2 to 10 \( \mu \text{m} \). The calculations start with a distance \( d \) of 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) for which evanescent modes of the dipole emission can be safely neglected. Again, aberrations start to show up or for even modest values of \( d \).

For both the water and oil immersion objective, an interesting effect is that the maximum of the CEF for dipoles with transversal orientation is slightly shifted with respect to the maximum of the CEF for axial dipole orientations. This is important when studying molecules with rather slow rotational diffusion.

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the presented calculations are exact for a perfectly aplanatic imaging system. In that case, the knowledge of only the numerical aperture and overall magnification of the imaging system is enough for performing the CEF calculations. Taking into account additional aberration effects inherent to the objective itself requires the knowledge of its complete structure, or the precise knowledge of its (polarization dependent) point spread function. Exact information about the structure on an objective is rarely provided by the manufacturers, and precisely measuring the point spread function of an objective is a rather difficult task. Thus, the CEF calculations presented here are a compromise between relative simplicity and maximum correctness.
Fig. 14: Same as Fig. 13, but for an oil-immersion objective (NA = 1.4, magnification 100). The different subplots show the results for different values \( d \) of the focus depth of (a) 2 µm, (b) 4 µm, (c) 6 µm, (d) 8 µm, and (e) 10 µm. Grayscale coding is the same as in Fig. 13f, and the CEFs were again normalized by the maximum value of the isotropic-emitter CEF (right panel).
3.4 Ab-initio modeling of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy experiments

Usually, when evaluating measured FCS data, a simplified model is applied which rests on the rather unrealistic assumption of an ellipsoidal detection volume. Although it is well-known and accepted that the ellipsoidal detection volume geometry is a rather rough approximation of the real situation, the model Eq.(3.15,3.16) remain very popular for fitting experimental FCS curves. This has two reasons: Firstly, the striking simplicity of the expressions in Eq.(3.15,3.16), and, secondly, the high fidelity (uniformly low deviation between fit and data) achievable with this simplified model. In general, this is an unnecessary assumption, because both the collection efficiency function and excitation intensity distribution can be calculated exactly as demonstrated in section 3.3. Knowing both functions, the fluorescence correlation function can be found by numerically solving a diffusion equation with special initial conditions. This approach promises (i) absolute determination of diffusion coefficients; (ii) absolute determination of analyte concentrations; (iii) complete consideration of aberrational effects.

This section presents a detailed theoretical description of this new approach, numerical results for the fluorescence correlation function and application to experimental measurements.

3.4.1 Theory

Although the model Eq.(3.15) is remarkably successful in fitting measured autocorrelation curves (see also below), the physical meaning of the parameters $a$ and $b$ is rather obscure, because the convolution of the actual excitation intensity distribution with the actual CEF is much more complicated than as given by Eq.(3.14). This is especially the case for oil immersion objectives with high numerical aperture, where the refractive index mismatch between the immersion oil and the sample solution can cause significant optical aberrations. However, using such oil-immersion objectives for FCS measurements is very convenient, due to their broad availability and usually excellent optical quality.

There is no necessity to use Eq.(3.14) for modeling autocorrelation functions. Both for water-immersion and oil-immersion objectives, exact wave-optical calculations of the excitation intensity distribution and the CEF are available (see section 3.3). Knowing these functions explicitly, the autocorrelation function can be calculated by using Eq.(3.10), whereby it is useful to recognize that the integral
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\[
F(\bar{r}, t) = \int d\bar{r}_0 G(\bar{r} - \bar{r}_0, t) \mathcal{U}(\bar{r}_0) E(\bar{r}_0)
\]  
(3.27)

is the solution of the diffusion equation,

\[
\frac{\partial F}{\partial t} = D \Delta F,
\]

(3.28)

with initial condition \( F(\bar{r}, 0) = U(\bar{r})E(\bar{r}) \). Thus, firstly, this solution at a given time \( t \) is calculated, and secondly, the time dependent part of \( g(t) \) by convolving \( F(\bar{r}, t) \) with \( F(\bar{r}, 0) = U(\bar{r})E(\bar{r}) \) and multiplying the result by \( (\phi, \sigma)^T c \).

If the excitation intensity distribution and the CEF are invariant with respect to rotations around the optical axis, i.e. both are functions of the variables \( \rho \) and \( z \) alone, \((\rho, \phi, z)\) being cylindrical coordinates with \( z \) along the optical axis, the calculation of \( g(t) \) can be simplified further. Then, explicit integration over the angular variable \( \phi \) reduces Eq.(3.27) to a two-dimensional integral,

\[
F(\rho, z, t) = \exp \left[ -\frac{\rho^2}{4Dt} \right] \int_0^{\infty} d\rho_0 \rho_0 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dz_0 \frac{2\pi U(\rho_0, z_0)E(\rho_0, z_0)}{[4\pi Dt]^{3/2}} \times J_0 \left( \frac{i\rho\rho_0}{2Dt} \right) \exp \left[ -\rho_0^2 - (z - z_0)^2 \right],
\]

(3.29)

where \( J_0 \) is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order, and \( i = \sqrt{-1} \). Thus, one finally has

\[
g(t) = (\sigma \phi)^T \left[ c \int_0^{\infty} d\rho \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dz U(\rho, z)E(\rho, z)F(\rho, z, t) + c \int_0^{\infty} d\rho \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dz U(\rho, z)E(\rho, z) \right]^2.
\]

(3.30)

3.4.2 Experimental

The experimental set-up is described in detail in part 2 (Fig.8). The TTTR mode was used for continuously and separately registering the detected photons of both SPADs with 100 ns tem-
poral resolution. From these raw data, the autocorrelation curves were calculated on a personal computer by cross-correlating photons from the two different SPADs. Such a cross-correlation procedure is necessary for preventing that SPAD afterpulsing distorts the actual autocorrelation curve at short autocorrelation times as discussed in section 3.2.

Measurement of FCS curves was repeated using confocal apertures with five different diameter values of 50, 100, 150, 200 and 300 µm. The quality and diameter value of every pinhole was checked by video-microscopy. Every FCS measurement lasted 60 seconds. As the fluorescent dye the rhodamine derivative JA167 [31][19] was chosen, being well excitable at the 635 nm wavelength of the used diode laser, and not showing any discernable triplet or other short-time photophysical dynamics. In the case of the 50 µm -pinhole, a 3·10^{-9} M solution of that dye in purified water was used, a drop of which was placed on top of a cleaned cover slide (Menzel, 170 µm thickness). For all other pinhole diameters, the dye concentration was 5·10^{-10} M. Vertical focus position was adjusted by firstly focusing the laser directly onto the cover slide’s surface, which was checked by imaging the back-reflected laser light with a CCD-chip, and secondly moving the whole objective vertically with a piezo-actuator (PIFOC, P-731-20, Physik Instrumente). In this way, focus position was always set at 10 µm above the glass surface. For every measurement, the pinhole position was adjusted in three dimensions for obtaining maximum fluorescence signal, assuring optimum axial and image plane alignment. Laser excitation power was set to 300 µW. Assuming an excitation focus diameter of ca. 0.5 µm, and for the dye’s absorption cross section of ~10^{-16} cm^2, one estimates the excitation rate to be ~10^7 s^{-1}, which is more than one order of magnitude below optical saturation (fluorescence lifetime of JA167 is ~3 ns). All experiments were performed at room temperature.

3.4.3 Results and discussions

In correspondence with the experimental conditions, the CEFs for an oil immersion objective with 1.4 NA and 100× magnification and for pinhole diameters of 50, 100, 150, 200 and 300 µm were calculated, together with the excitation intensity distribution generated when focusing a laser beam through the same objective. In the calculations, it was assumed that the excitation focus was moved by 10 µm away from the cover slide’s surface into the solution. Calculations were performed for an excitation wavelength of 635 nm, and a center fluorescence emission wavelength of 670 nm. The convolutions of the excitation intensity distribu-
tion with the five different CEFs are calculated according to section 3.3 (see Fig. 14). Using these convolutions, autocorrelation curves \( g(t) \) were calculated according to Eqs.(3.29,3.30), whereas the diffusion coefficient \( D \) was arbitrarily set to a numerical value of \( D_{\text{model}} = 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s} \). The value of the model concentration \( c \) was chosen arbitrarily, and all calculated curves were subsequently normalized by their zero-time value \( g_0 \).

Fig. 15: (a) Result of fitting the \textit{ab-initio} autocorrelation curve for the 100 m-pinhole with the standard model as given by Eq.(3.15). The two fitted curves correspond to a parameter ratio \( a/b \) of larger and smaller than one, respectively. (b) Deviation of the fitted curves (standard model) from the \textit{ab initio} calculated model curve. Notice the very good fit quality in terms of small deviations between fit and model curves.

In a first step it was studied how the obtained \textit{ab-initio} model curves are fitted by the standard model as given by Eq.(3.15). Least-square fits of the standard model, Eq.(3.15), against the calculated autocorrelation curves were performed. Because the diffusion constant is exactly
known, the fit results can be used to obtain the two parameters $a$ and $b$ of the standard model, and subsequently a value for the effective detection volume as $\pi^{3/2}a^2b$. The fit results are shown in Table 1, where the exact effective volume as determined by Eq.(3.13) is also given.

**Table 1:** Results of fitting the standard model Eq.(3.15) to the *ab initio* calculated autocorrelation curves, for different diameter values $d_{\text{aperture}}$ of the confocal pinhole. Listed are the two half-axes $a$ and $b$ describing the usually assumed Gaussian detection volume geometry Eq.(3.14), together with the resulting effective detection volume. The last volume lists the actual detection volume, as defined by Eq.(3.13). During the fitting, the ratio $a/b$ was forced to stay below one, corresponding to the actual situation that the detection volume has larger extension along the optical axis than perpendicular to it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d_{\text{aperture}}$ [µm]</th>
<th>$a$ [µm]</th>
<th>$b$ [µm]</th>
<th>$\pi^{3/2}a^2b$ [µm$^3$]</th>
<th>$v_{\text{eff}}$ [µm$^3$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.15a displays the calculated autocorrelation curve together with the standard-model fit for the case of the 100 µm -pinhole; the corresponding deviation between autocorrelation and fit is shown in Fig.15b. As can be seen, the standard model fits the calculated autocorrelation remarkably well, although the corresponding values of $a$, $b$ and the effective volume are far from being physically reasonable. When performing the least-square fits, the value of $a$ was enforced to be smaller than that of $b$, corresponding to the real physical situation that the detection volume extends farther along the optical axis than perpendicular to it. In a second series of fitting the standard model to the calculated autocorrelation curves, the ratio $a/b$ was allowed to reverse. For the 100 µm -pinhole, the corresponding fit result is also displayed in Fig.15, and the determined parameter values $a$, $b$ and $\pi^{3/2}a^2b$ are given in Table 2. Surprisingly, the fit quality for the "wrong" parameter ratio is better than that for the physical" parameter ratio (see Fig.15b), and one obtains values of the effective volume that are much
closer to reality. However, neither the fit results for the “physical” nor the “wrong” parameter ratio will allow for a correct quantitative determination of actual dye concentrations and/or diffusion coefficients, although the visually excellent fit quality of the standard model is indeed alluring.

Table 2: Results similar to Table 1, but allowing the ratio \( a/b \) to become larger than one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( d_{aperture} ) [( \mu m )]</th>
<th>( a ) [( \mu m )]</th>
<th>( b ) [( \mu m )]</th>
<th>( \pi^{3/2} a^2 b ) [( \mu m^3 )]</th>
<th>( v_{eff} ) [( \mu m^3 )]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the calculated autocorrelation curves were used for fitting the experimental measured FCS curves, which will be denoted by \( y(t) \). Fitting the model curves against the experimental results is done in a straightforward way by an affinity transformation. By inspecting the r.h.s. of Eq.(3.29), it can be seen that the autocorrelation function is invariant with respect to rescaling the time axis, as long as the product \( D t \) is kept constant. Furthermore, as already discussed in the Theory section, the difference \( g(t) - g_{\infty} \) is directly proportional to the concentration \( c \). Thus, the following fitting equation is used,

\[
y(t) = A + B \frac{g(\alpha t) - g_{\infty}}{g_0 - g_{\infty}}, \quad (3.31)
\]

containing the three fit parameters \( A, B \) and \( \alpha \). From these fit parameters, the diffusion coefficient and the dye concentration are calculated as

\[
D = \frac{D_{model}}{\alpha},
\]

\[
c = \frac{A}{v_{eff} N_A B^2}. \quad (3.32)
\]
where $D_{\text{model}}$ is the diffusion coefficient used in the numerical model calculations ($D_{\text{model}} = 10^{-3} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$), $v_{\text{eff}}$ is determined by Eq. (3.13), and $N_A$ denotes the Loschmidt-Avogadro number, $N_A = 6.0221367 \cdot 10^{23}$. The fit results for the five pinholes used are presented in Table 3; fitted against experimental curves are shown in Fig.16.
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**Fig.16:** (a) Results of fitting the *ab initio* calculated against the experimentally measured autocorrelation curves. For better comparison, all curves are normalized by their (extrapolated) values at zero time. From left to right, curves correspond to pinhole-diameter values of 50, 100, 150, 200 and 300 µm, respectively. (b) Deviations between fit and experiment. Numbers next to the curves indicate corresponding pinhole diameter.

Experimental data are best fitted in the case of the 100 µm -pinhole, with increasing deviations for larger and smaller pinhole diameters. Also, derived concentration values are closest to the prepared values for the two smallest pinhole diameters. The derived values for the diffusion coefficient are largest for the two smallest pinhole diameters, but remaining all in a range where one would expect to find the diffusion coefficient of a rather small dye molecule in water. One reason for the decreasing quality of the fitting for larger pinhole diameters may
be the increasing influence of optical aberrations of the used objective. All optical calculations, which form the basis of the *ab-initio* fitting procedure, are relying on the core assumption that the imaging objective is perfectly aplanastic. Although modern oil-immersion objectives as the one used here come very close to that assumption, they can be perfectly corrected at only some discrete wavelengths (usually the blue and green visual region). In the present work, fluorescence excitation and detection is done at the red edge of the visible region, so that possibly optical aberrations are no longer negligible. Additionally, all calculations are only correct for perfect alignment of all optical elements of the measurement system, especially for perfect positioning of the confocal aperture. Perfect confocal alignment of the aperture becomes more and more challenging for decreasing values of aperture diameter. Thus, it may be that the aperture is not perfectly on-axis for the smallest pinhole diameter of 50 µm. Alignment of the pinholes along the optical axis was done by searching for the pinhole position yielding the highest fluorescence count rate, a method which has also a limited accuracy only. Another problem is the difficulty of preparing samples with the exact dye concentrations at the low concentration values around $10^{-10}$ M as used in the performed experiments, although surface coating with bovine serum albumine (BSA) was applied for preventing unspecific adsorption of dye to the surfaces of the glass ware used during sample preparation.

**Table 3:** Results of fitting the *ab intio* calculated autocorrelation curves to the experimental ones. The second column lists the prepared dye concentration of the measured sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.970</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presented results have to be understood as a first attempt to apply a complete modeling of FCS experiments to the fitting of experimental data. The advantage of the method is that it does not need the adjustment of any empirical parameters, that it is applicable even to "no-
perfect” experimental conditions such as imaging with an oil-immersion objective deep in solution, and that it directly yields absolute values of the dye’s diffusion coefficient and concentration. The method can easily be generalized to include more complex photophysical behavior such as triplet state dynamics, photobleaching, or fluorescence occurring from multiple states. Also, possible misalignments of the measurement system can be taken into account. Both topics will be addressed in the future and will be presented elsewhere. It should be emphasized that, although the wave optical calculations of the excitation intensity distribution and the CEF and the subsequent calculation of the autocorrelation curves are rather complex, they have to be calculated only once for a given excitation and detection geometry. Fitting the curves to experimental data is done by a simple and very fast affinity transformation as given by Eq.(3.31). Even in the case of several fluorescent dyes, the resulting compound autocorrelation function is only a superposition of several such affinity-transformed model curves. This is very important for practical applications of the presented method.

3.5 Brightness and lifetime analysis of novel diode laser compatible fluorophores

There is growing interest in the use of fluorescent probes for the detection of biological compounds like proteins or DNA, especially because of the development of inexpensive long-wavelength excitation sources like diode lasers in the region over 630 nm, but also in context with fluorescent single molecule detection. The main advantage of using longwave light sources and labels is the decreased auto-absorption and auto-fluorescence, particularly beyond 600 nm, from cells and tissue because the optical window of blood and other biological material is in the range of 650 to 700 nm [20,21]. Cyanine dyes are widely used labels for proteins and DNA because they show valuable spectral properties like high molar absorbance, high quantum yield, and a great variety in their absorption and emission wavelengths, and because they can be tuned to the desired wavelengths by varying the heterocyclic nucleus or the number of double bonds in the polymethine chain [22-24]. The new labels characterized here belong to the class of the cyanine dyes (in the case of RB-627, RB-646, and RG-702) or to the closely related class of squaraine dyes (RB-634, RB-661, RG-667). They are water-soluble either due to the presence of (anionic) sulfo groups (like in RB-634 or RG-667), or because of being quaternized (cationic) aza heterocyclic compounds, e.g. in the case of RG-702. More details about their chemical structure and synthesis can be found in Ref. [25].
3.5.1 Fluorescence intensity distribution analysis

Long-wavelength excitable dyes are preferred in fluorescent single molecule detection (SMD) because of the lower background fluorescence of a generally weak signal and because they can be excited by diode lasers. Individual molecules can be detected at room temperature by a variety of methods including FCS and WFM. However, in confocally based detection in solution fluorescent molecules diffuse randomly in all three dimensions within the sample, e.g. each time they become visible, they do not necessarily pass through the center of the focus. In addition, if the sample consists not only of a single species the situation is even more complicated: An event in which a relatively bright molecule enters the periphery of the laser beam only briefly cannot be distinguished from an event in which a dark molecule passes through the focus, because they leave identical traces in terms of detectable photon counts. The expression bright molecule or better the specific brightness $q$ of the molecule refers to a molecular quantity, which is proportional to the molecular absorption cross section and to the fluorescence quantum yield.

Nevertheless, fluorescent species with different specific brightness can be distinguished, by collecting a statistical distribution of the number of photon counts at time intervals of given length. The experimental distribution of number of photon counts at time intervals of 40 $\mu$s and data collection time of 120 s is shown in Fig. 17. In these experiments, we measured pure solutions of the different novel cyanine dyes. In order to avoid trapping of molecules into the triplet excited state the measurements were carried out under moderate excitation intensities. The goal of these experiments is to compare the different novel dye molecules with respect to the well known cyanine dye Cy5.
Fig. 17: Experimental distributions of the number of photon counts for a time window of 40 µs. The different symbols (circles, squares, etc.) correspond to the solutions of seven different dyes.

In order to compare the performance of the novel diode laser compatible dyes in perspective of their specific brightness, the so called fluorescence-intensity distribution analysis (FIDA) can be applied [26]. The advantage to use fluorescence brightness information is that in many cases of practical interest, different sorts of fluorescing molecules have rather similar diffusion constants but differ significantly by their fluorescence emission intensities. Thus, FIDA is an interesting approach when desiring to analyze mixtures of molecules with nearly equal diffusion constants but differing values of absorption cross section times fluorescence quantum yield. The theory of FIDA is introduced in Ref. [26].

Table 4: Specific brightness of the novel dyes in the carboxylic acid form in aqueous solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dye</th>
<th>Cy5</th>
<th>RB634</th>
<th>RB646</th>
<th>FR642</th>
<th>PB660</th>
<th>PB661</th>
<th>FR662</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respective data of a simple fluorescence intensity distribution analysis of the seven novel diode laser compatible dyes are compiled in Table 4. The specific brightness of the dyes RB646, PB-660 and PB-662 are higher compared to the reference dye Cy5.
3.5.2 Lifetime analysis

From the beginning of SMD in liquids, the goal was not only to detect single molecules but also to distinguish between different sorts of molecules. A straightforward way for doing this is to detect not only the arrival of single photons, but to simultaneously record their physical properties. Fluorescence photons emitted by a molecule have two physical properties: The energy respectively wavelength and the time of emission after excitation.

The TCSPC instrumentation of the confocal microscope was used to determine the fluorescence lifetime of the dyes. Specifically, the traces of the decay profile of the fluorescence of dyes RB-627, RB-634, RB-646, PB-661 FR-642, PB-660, FR-662 and RG-667 have been recorded for aqueous solutions.

In TCSPC, the molecule’s fluorescence is excited by a train of short laser pulses with high repetition frequency. Then, with the help of a fast single-photon detector and high-speed processing electronics, the times of detection of the fluorescence photons with respect to the times of the exciting laser pulses are measured. By repeating this single photon counting a sufficiently large number of times, a histogram of arrival times is build up.

The observed fluorescence intensity \( R(t) \) at time \( t \) is generally given by

\[
R(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt' F(t - t') K(t')
\]  

(3.33)

where \( F(t) \) is the time profile of the fluorescence decay of the studied atomic or molecule system, and \( K(t) \) is the so called instrumental response function (IRF), containing information about the time profile of the laser excitation and the time characteristics of the whole measurement system. It is assumed, that the integration begins from minus infinity, and that \( K(t) \) is a periodic function with a period equal to the repetition time of the excitation. This takes into account the fluorescence emanating from earlier excitation pulses, which is important when dealing with decay times of the order of the repetition time between two excitation pulses.

In general, the measured values of \( R(t) \) contain statistical errors, making the inversion of the integral equation an ill-posed problem.
In practice one deals with discrete numbers of photons $R_i$ in a finite number of time channels $\{t_j - \Delta t/2, t_j + \Delta t/2\}$ with center time $t_j$ and channel width $\Delta t$ instead of a continuous function $R(t)$. For sufficiently small channel width $\Delta t$, $R(t)$ can then be rewritten as

$$R_k = \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} M \sum_{i=1}^M \alpha_i \exp\left(-\frac{j \Delta t}{\tau_i}\right)K_{k-j}$$

(3.34)

where $R_k$ and $K_i$ are the number of counts and the instrumental response function value for the $k$th time channel, respectively. For fitting multi-exponential decay curves to experimental data, one tries to minimize a given error function. The most common error function used is the least-squares deviation $\chi^2$,

$$\chi^2 = \sum_{k=1}^N \frac{1}{\sigma_k^2} \left\{ F_k - \sum_{j=-\infty}^k \sum_{i=1}^M \alpha_i \exp\left[-\frac{(k-j) \Delta t}{\tau_i}\right] K_j \right\}$$

(3.35)

where the summation over $k$ runs over all $N$ channels of the TCSPC curve, and the $\sigma_k$ are the mean square deviations of the photon counts in the $k$th channel. Since this function depends non-linearly on the parameters $\tau_i$, one normally applies non-linear minimization methods, like the Nelder-Meade simplex algorithm [27] or the Marquardt method [28]. Unfortunately, these iteration methods are very sensitive with respect to the initial guess values of the parameters, and can be very time consuming for bad initial guesses or larger numbers of exponential components. In Ref.[29] a convolved autoregressive model for the fit of multi-exponential decay curves was discussed: A quasi-quadratic dependence of the error function upon the fit parameter is derived, allowing the application of fast and powerful methods of linear squares minimization. Fig.18 gives a typical example.
Fig. 18: Fluorescence intensity of the dye FR662 versus delay time from the excitation pulse and fit using a one-component exponential decay. In addition, the instrumental response function of the detection system is plotted. The residuals are shown in the lower panel. The total $\chi^2$ value is 1.95.

All measurements were carried out in pure water. The dye concentration of the stock solution was checked via the absorbance of the solution. The time-resolved fluorescence decay data of the different dyes were measured at a concentration of 10 nM. Stock solutions (1 µM) were used immediately after preparation. The solutions for single-molecule experiments were prepared by diluting the stock solutions with water to the required concentration, typically as little as 100 pM. The samples then were transferred onto a microscope cover glass fixed to a microscope stage and additionally covered by a second cover glass to avoid evaporation of the sample.
Table 5: Spectral properties and fluorescence lifetime of the novel dyes in the carboxylic acid form in aqueous solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dye</th>
<th>Abs. max. [nm]</th>
<th>Em. max. [nm]</th>
<th>(\varepsilon) [l/mol cm]</th>
<th>(\tau) [ns]</th>
<th>(\chi^2) values</th>
<th>Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cy5</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB-627</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>105.000</td>
<td>0.17, 1.4</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>0.87, 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB-634</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>180.000</td>
<td>0.51, 2.35</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.86, 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB-646</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>180.000</td>
<td>0.65, 1.6</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.70, 0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-642</td>
<td>642</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58, 2.55</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.95, 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-660</td>
<td>660</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-661</td>
<td>661</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>140.000</td>
<td>0.45, 1.7</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.74, 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-662</td>
<td>662</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG-667</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>120.000</td>
<td>0.95, 2.9</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.54, 0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG-702</td>
<td>702</td>
<td></td>
<td>110.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all cases, one or two decay times were found to describe the profiles adequately. The short-decaying components decay within typically 0.2 to 0.9 ns, with weighing factors ranging from 0.54 to 0.97. The longer components decay within 1.4 to 2.9 ns, but their relative contributions usually are much smaller. The respective data are compiled in Table 5. The decay times of PB-660 and PB-662 deserve special attention. The best fit of their decay profile is achieved with a monoexponential decay model, delivering a relatively long decay time of 2.78 and 3.4 ns respectively. In Fig.19 the TCSPC data of all detected photons for Cy5 and FR-662 were summed up and normalized. The normalized decay profiles of the dyes demonstrate that the favorable spaced lifetime of the three dyes can be exploited in time-resolved multiplex techniques.

Fluorescence bioassays have become extremely popular in the past years, since they are sensitive, selective, and versatile. Parameters that can be measured include fluorescence intensity, decay time, quenching efficiency, polarization and energy transfer. The N-hydroxysuccinimide ester form of the dyes RB-646, FR-642, PB-660, PB-661 FR-662, FR-
667 and FR-702 were conjugated to human serum albumin (HSA) or to anti-HSA in the case of RB-634, to give the labeled proteins listed in Table 6. Table 6 summarizes their spectral and decay time properties.

Table 6: Fluorescence lifetime of the conjugates with HSA and anti-HSA in aqueous solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dye/Conjugate</th>
<th>τ [ns]</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>DPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PB-646/HSA</td>
<td>0.43, 1.60</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.76, 0.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-642/HSA</td>
<td>0.36, 1.80</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.83, 0.17</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-660/HSA</td>
<td>0.44, 2.40</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.70, 0.30</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-661/HSA</td>
<td>0.44, 2.40</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.80, 0.20</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-662/HSA</td>
<td>0.60, 3.40</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.53, 0.47</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-667/HSA</td>
<td>0.60, 2.68</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.47, 0.53</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-702/HSA</td>
<td>0.49, 3.50</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.49, 0.51</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB-634/anti-HSA</td>
<td>0.31, 2.60</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.86, 0.14</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The degree of labeling (molar dye-to-protein ratio, DPR) for each dye-protein conjugate was calculated as the molarity of dye divided by the molarity of protein. The molar mass of HSA was assumed to be 65 kD, that of anti-HSA 160 kD. The dye concentration of the conjugate was determined according to Lambert-Beer’s law from the absorbance of the dye at the absorption maximum, assuming that there is no difference in the absorbance of free dye and conjugated dye.

In all cases, two decay times were found to describe the fluorescence decay profiles adequately. The short-decaying components decay within 0.31 to 0.60 ns, with weighing factors ranging from 0.47-0.86. The longer components decay within 1.60 to 3.5 ns, but their relative contributions usually are much smaller.
3.6 Combining time correlated single photon counting and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy

One drawback of the FCS is its inability to distinguish between molecules which have similar diffusion constants. The FCS curve for a mixed solution of more than a single fluorescent molecular species has a rather complex structure and does not allow for a simple extraction of e.g. the concentrations of the different species. A way out of this problem is to measure the fluorescence within several detection channels at different wavelengths. This allows not only to separately determining the FCS curves for different molecular species, but offers also the possibility to perform a cross-correlation analysis. Especially the latter has proved to be very fruitful in ultrasensitive detection and monitoring of molecular binding/unbinding processes and chemical reaction kinetics [30-36]. The disadvantage of dual- or multi-color FCS is its experimental complexity, due to the necessity of exactly aligning the femtoliter-sized excitation/detection volumes at several detection wavelengths. Ever present chromatic aberration of real optics makes this a very challenging task.

Here, a new FCS technique is theoretically proposed and experimentally demonstrated, which uses the differing fluorescence decay characteristics of different dyes for separating the FCS curves of different dyes. The method will also be applicable to cross-correlation experiments and is thus a direct alternative to the dual-color FCS technique cited above.

3.6.1 Theory

The standard theory of FCS is usually derived on the basic assumption that the fluorescence detection efficiency function \( V(\vec{r}) \) has an ellipsoidal shape as defined in Eq.(3.14). The values of \( a \) and \( b \) define the spatial distribution for the fluorescence collection efficiency and are determined by the degree of focusing of the exciting laser beam and the numerical aperture of the objective lens. The value of \( \kappa \) is determined by the overall optical throughput of the light collection and detection, and by the intensity of the excitation light. For a single molecular species with only ground state/excited state cycling (negligible triplet state dynamics, photobleaching etc.), and for excitation intensities far below optical saturation of that molecular species, the temporal autocorrelation function \( g(\tau) \) of the fluorescence intensity \( I(\tau) \) is given by Eq.(3.15). For simplicity, any optical background in the signal \( I(\tau) \) was neglected. Thus, the autocorrelation function allows directly for assessing the diffusion constant \( D \). Moreover,
by looking at the zero time and long time behavior of the autocorrelation \( g(t) \) one finds Eq.(3.16) which allows for determining an absolute value of the concentration \( c \) provided the spatial extensions \( a \) and \( b \) are known, without necessitating any knowledge of the photophysical parameters of the studied molecules. Even if the assumption of Eq.(3.14) is no longer valid (and thus the factor in front of \( c \) on the r.h.s. of Eq.(3.16)), the proportionality between concentration \( c \) and the l.h.s. of Eq.(3.16) is a very general relation, allowing for comparing the concentrations of different solutions of the same dye. Exactly in this sense Eq.(3.16) will be used below when analyzing the experimental data.

Unfortunately, the situation becomes significantly more complicated if more than one molecular species is studied. For a mixture of \( N \) species, with corresponding parameters \( \phi_j^{(i)} \), \( \sigma_j^{(i)} \), \( D_j^{(i)} \) and \( c_j^{(i)} \), \( i = 1, \ldots, N \), the autocorrelation function reads

\[
g(t) = \frac{\pi^{3/2}}{8} a^2 b^2 \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ \phi_j^{(i)} \sigma_j^{(i)} \right]^{2} c_j^{(i)} + \pi^{3/2} a^2 b^2 \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \phi_j^{(i)} \sigma_j^{(i)} c_j^{(i)} \right]^{2} \right\}. \tag{3.36}
\]

Firstly, no simple relation as Eq.(3.16) exits anymore for the different species concentrations \( c_j^{(i)} \). Secondly, if the values of the different diffusion coefficients \( D_j^{(i)} \) are very similar, it is nearly impossible to separately monitoring changes of these values (i.e. upon binding).

The situation changes if different molecular species show different fluorescence decay behavior. For the sake of simplicity, consider two molecular species with fluorescence decay patterns \( p_j^{(1)}, p_j^{(2)} \), \( j = 1, 2 \), where \( j \) denotes the number of the TCSPC channel, and \( p_j^{(i)} \) is the (normalized) probability to measure a photon within the \( j \)th channel for species \( i \). Any measured TCSPC curve \( I_j \) of a mixture of the two species will be a superposition of the form

\[
I_j = w_j^{(1)} p_j^{(1)} + w_j^{(2)} p_j^{(2)}, \tag{3.37}
\]

where the \( w_j^{(i)} \) are the amplitudes of the photon count contributions (in number of photons) of the \( i \)th species. Thus, it would be useful to devise two filters \( f_j^{(i)} \), \( i = 1, 2 \), with the properties

\[
\left\langle \sum_{i=1}^{2} f_j^{(i)} I_j \right\rangle = w_j^{(i)}. \tag{3.38}
\]
where $L$ is the total number of TCSPC channels, and the brackets denote averaging over infinitely often repeated measurements. Moreover, one may ask that the $f_j^{(i)}$ have to be chosen in such a way as to minimize the relative errors

$$\left\langle \left( \sum_{j=1}^{L} f_j^{(i)} I_j - w^{(i)} \right)^2 \right\rangle. \quad (3.39)$$

It can be shown [20] that if the single photon detection follows a Poissonian statistics, the $f_j^{(i)}$ are expressed with the help of the weighted pseudoinverse of the matrix $\hat{M}$, $\hat{M}_{ij} = p_j^{(i)}$, as

$$f_j^{(i)} = \left[ \hat{M} \cdot \text{diag}(I_j)^{-1} \cdot \hat{M}^T \right]^{-1} \cdot \hat{M} \cdot \text{diag}(I_j)^{-1}. \quad (3.40)$$

where $\text{diag}(I_j)^{-1}$ is a $L \times L$-dimensional diagonal matrix with diagonal elements $(I_j)^{-1}$, $j = 1, \ldots, L$, and the superscript $T$ denotes matrix transposition. By direct calculation it can be checked that the filters $f_j^{(i)}$ and the patterns $p_j^{(i)}$ form an orthonormal system,

$$\sum_{j=1}^{L} f_j^{(i)} p_j^{(k)} = \begin{cases} 1, & i = k \\ 0, & i \neq k \end{cases}. \quad (3.41)$$

Now, the found filters $f_j^{(i)}$ can be used for obtaining the FCS curves of the two different molecular species separately. Consider the TCSPC-filtered fluorescence autocorrelation functions $g^{(i)}(t, \tau)$ as defined by:

$$g^{(i)}(t) = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{L} f_j^{(i)} I_j(t') \right) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{L} f_j^{(i)} I_j(t' + t) \right)_{t'}. \quad (3.42)$$

where $I_j(t)$ is the fluorescence signal in the $j$th TCSPC channel at measurement time $t$. If this signal has the form of Eq.(3.37), then the orthonormality relation Eq.(3.41) ensures that the $g^{(i)}(t)$ have the average values (averaged over infinitely repeated measurements)
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\[ g^{(i)}(t) = \langle f^{(i)}(t) f^{(i)}(t+t) \rangle, \]

(3.43)

where \( f^{(i)} \) is the fluorescence signal generated by only the \( i \)th molecular species (summed over all TCSPC channels). Thus, the \( g^{(i)}(t), i = 1,2 \), reproduce the standard FCS curves of the two species separately.

3.6.2 Experiment

For the TCSPC-FCS measurements, a drop of dye solution was placed on a clean cover slip, and measurement duration was always 10 min. Excitation and detection was done at a distance of ca. 8 µm above the cover slips surface. Two dyes were used for the measurements: the commercially available dye Cy5 (Amersham), and the custom synthesized squaraine dye FR662. Firstly, for obtaining the TCPSC-patterns \( p_j^{(i)} \), TCPSC measurement on pure \( 10^{-10} \) M solutions of both dyes were performed. The normalized curves are shown in Fig.19.

![Normalized TCSPC curves of pure solutions of Cy5 and FR662.](image)

**Fig. 19:** Normalized TCSPC curves of pure solutions of Cy5 and FR662. These curves are used as the patterns \( p_j^{(1)} \) and \( p_j^{(2)} \) for constructing the filters according to Eq.(3.40).

Both dyes show monoexponential decays with ca. 1 ns decay time for Cy5 and ca. 3.5 ns decay time for FR662. For the TCSPC-FCS measurements, five mixed solutions of both dyes were prepared, with the concentration of FR662 kept constant at \( 10^{-10} \) M, and varying Cy5 concentrations \( 5 \cdot 10^{-11} \) M, \( 10^{-10} \) M, \( 2 \cdot 10^{-10} \) M, \( 5 \cdot 10^{-10} \) M and \( 10^{-9} \) M. For estimating the values \( \langle I_j \rangle \) necessary for constructing the filters \( f_j^{(i)} \), the approximation \( \langle I_j \rangle \approx I_j \) was used. After
determining the $f_j^{(i)}$, the autocorrelation functions $g^{(i)}(t)$ were calculated according to Eq.(3.42). In Fig.20, the obtained and normalized $g^{(i)}(t)$ are shown for all five measured mixtures (circles), together with the autocorrelation curves of the pure solutions (solid lines).

![Normalized TCSPC-filtered FCS curves](image)

**Fig. 20:** Normalized TCSPC-filtered FCS curves $g^{(i)}(t)$ for the five measure dye mixtures (circles) together with normalized standard FCS-curves of pure dye solutions (solid lines).

Finally, the obtained $g^{(i)}(t)$-curves were used to separately estimate the concentrations of both dyes in the mixed solutions. For estimating the dye concentrations, Eq.(3.16) was used. To obtain the values of the $g_j^{(i)}(t)$ at zero time delay $t \to 0$, the non-normalized curves were fitted with the standard model as given in Eq.(3.15), which was however extended to include additional exponential terms to account for triplet state and isomerization effects [37,38]. The values $g_j^{(i)}(t \to 0)$ were determined by extrapolating the purely diffusional part of the fits as given by Eq.(3.15), neglecting the exponential contributions to the autocorrelation. This is necessary because Eq.(3.16) is valid only for the purely diffusional contribution to a FCS curve. The determined dye concentrations are shown in Fig.21, where the Cy5-concentrations are normalized by their maximum value for the $c_{Cy5} = 10^{-9}$ M solution, and the FR662-concentrations are normalized by their average value over all five measurements.
3.6.3 Discussion

Fig. 20 clearly shows that TCSPC-separating the FCS curves for different dyes works excellently. For the five measured mixtures, the obtained ten autocorrelation curves \( g^{(t,2)}(t) \) are basically identical to the FCS curves of the pure solutions. Thus, TCSPC-FCS offers the possibility to separately monitor the fluorescence correlation of several molecular species simultaneously. In this sense, it is an alternative to two- or multicolor multi-channel FCS, where several detection channels and usually several excitation sources are required. The great advantage of TCSCP-FCS with respect to multi-color-FCS is that excitation and detection is done, for all dyes, with a single excitation source and within a single detection channel, avoiding any problems caused by chromatic aberrations. The method is also easily adapted to cross-correlation FCS. In the framework of TCSPC-FCS, the cross-correlation function \( g^{(0,2)}(t) \) of a two-dye sample is calculated as

\[
g^{(0,2)}(t) = \left\langle \sum_{j=1}^{L} f_{j}^{(1)} I_{j}(t) \sum_{j=1}^{L} f_{j}^{(2)} I_{j}(t' + t) \right\rangle_{t', t}.
\]  
(3.44)
(a similar relation holds for \( g^{(2 \alpha)}(t) \)). For the solutions measured in this work, the cross-correlation between Cy5- and FR662-fluorescence is flat, because there is no inherent correlation between the two fluorescence signals.

As Fig.21 shows, using the separated FCS curves \( g^{(1,2)}(t) \) for determining independently the concentrations of the two dyes in the mixed solutions works excellently for Cy5, but shows rather large deviations from the supposedly flat curve for FR662. The scattering of the FR662 concentration values from the theoretically constant value was also seen when estimating the FR662-concentrations by simply deconvolving the TCSPC-curves of the mixed solutions into the two contributions of Cy5 and FR662. This indicates that the scattering of the concentration values is at least partially due to real variations of the actual FR662 concentrations.

Preparation of a solution with an exact FR662 concentration at the \( 10^{-10} \) M level is a rather difficult task, especially due to the observed high surface-adsorption affinity of that dye. Another difficulty arises from the significant isomerization/triplet state dynamics of that dye that has a strong impact on the short-time behavior of the FCS curves. This makes the extraction of the purely diffusional part of the autocorrelation more difficult and adds to the error of the concentration determination when using Eq.(3.16).

Extension of the presented TCSPC-FCS method to more than two dyes is straightforward. For obtaining the filters \( f^i(\alpha) \) for more than two dyes, Eq.(3.40) can directly be used, only with index \( i \) now running from one to the number of different dyes. Finally, the method can still be combined with conventional multi-color detection setups, thus enabling the separation of FCS curves both by fluorescence decay behavior and spectrum.
3.7 References


4. Confocal Imaging of Single Molecules

In the following subsections, experimental results of single molecule fluorescence detection on surfaces will be reported, demonstrating the imaging capability of the system. Knowing the exact correlation between detected photons and image position, the TCSPC times of the detected photons can be used for calculating lifetime images. The resulting lifetime images clearly show the difference in lifetimes between different dyes. Additionally, it is shown how the TCSPC capabilities of the system can not only be used for lifetime imaging but also for multi-channel measurements. Intensity, polarization, and lifetime images of single molecules on surfaces are presented. It is shown how, by using a ring-like laser excitation, three-dimensional polarization measurements of single fluorescent molecules tacked on a glass substrate can be performed. Finally, an outlook is given concerning \textit{in vivo} SMD-studies of living cells, an application that will certainly gain significant importance in the future.

4.1 Intensity imaging

Based on the recorded TTTR data, image reconstruction is a straightforward procedure. In all experimental measurements reported below, the scan driver was set to perform 500 scan steps in each direction, with a step size of 50 nm and a step time of 500 $\mu$s. The fluorescence intensity image was calculated by sorting the tagged photons into time bins of 500 $\mu$s bin width, and ordering the time bins into a 500×500 array, paying attention to the alternating scan directions of subsequent scan lines. Although the start times of data acquisition and scan signal generation were perfectly synchronized by the scan driver, the resulting image shows a line-to-line mismatch which is caused by a delay of the motion of the piezo stage with respect to the driver signal. This delay depends on the mass of the moving part of the stage as well as on the mass of the sample, and is thus different for different samples. However, this phase shift remains constant during one scan, permitting the subsequent application of an alignment algorithm. Let $n(j)$ be the number of detected photons in the $j$th time bin of 500 $\mu$s bin width. The first time bin ($j = 1$) corresponds to the start of the data acquisition/driver signal generation. Due to the delay of the
scan stage, the actual scanning starts only some \( p \) time bins later. For determining the correct value of \( p \), a correlation function \( g(p) \) is computed as

\[
g(p) = \sum_{j=1}^{500} \sum_{k=1}^{1000} n(p + 500(j-1) + k) n(p + 500(j+1) - k + 1)
\]

with \( p \) taking integer values between zero and some appropriately large value (in the experiments below, \( p_{\text{max}} = 10 \) proved to be sufficient). The function \( g(p) \) shows a maximum for that value of \( p \) which corresponds to the delay of the scan stage motion. This algorithm works the better the more distinct features an image contains. Only for a purely random signal (noise), an image would not contain any correlation allowing for its correct alignment.

**Fig22:** (a) Non-aligned log fluorescence intensity image of LightCycler Red molecules on a glass surface. The gray scale visualizes the decadic logarithm of photon number per pixel. Main scan direction is up/down, scanning line by line from left to right. Axes labels on the image give pixel number, one pixel has \( 50 \times 50 \) nm\(^2\). Due to the delay of the scan stage, every second scan line is vertically shifted with respect to the previous one. (b) Same as the previous image, but after applying the alignment algorithm. Single molecules are discernible as highly fluorescent circular spots. Single vertical streaks represent molecules diffusing towards and away from the surface during the scan, thus appearing only in one single scan line. Blinking of single molecules (temporary transition of molecules into a non-fluorescent state) can also be seen as white vertical streaks within the dark shapes of single molecule spots. Small residual line-to-line misalignment effects are also discernable in some molecule images, due to the limited precision of the table positioning at high scan speeds.

Figs.22a,b show individual molecules of the rhodamine dye LightCycler Red (Roche Molecular Biochemicals), immobilized on a glass coverslip. In Fig.22a, the non aligned image is shown, and Fig.22b shows the same image after alignment. The gray value of every pixel
gives the decadic logarithm of the number of detected photons per pixel (coding is shown by the gray scale bar on the right side of the figures). Scan direction is the vertical direction, and the image is build up line by line from left to right. Every dark circular spot corresponds, on average, to a single molecule. Some of the dark spots show a semicircular shape, with a cut-off half side. These images correspond to sudden photobleaching of the observed molecules. Also, bright vertical streaks within the dark images of single molecules reflect the photophysical dynamics of the observed molecules (intermittent non-fluorescent dark states). Careful inspection of the molecule images show slight dark shadows around every spot. These shadowy regions are caused by the secondary intensity maximum of the diffraction limited laser focus.

**Fig.23:** Fluorescence intensity image of LightCycler Red molecules on a glass surface, detected with a PMT instead with a SPAD. A confocal pinhole of 100 µm diameter was used.

For the sample studied, the maximum photon count number per pixel reaches values of ca. 500 photons. For comparison between the detection efficiencies of a SPAD and a PMT, a similar sample was scanned with a PMT (H6240-02, Hamamatsu) as detector. The result is shown in Fig.23: the maximum number of photons per pixel reaches 26 photons, thus giving a roughly 20fold less sensitivity of the PMT detection compared with the SPAD detection.

### 4.2 Lifetime image reconstruction

Knowing the exact correlation between detected photons and image position, the TCSPC times of the photons can be used for calculating lifetime images. Although one can try to calculate one or several fluorescence decay time values (depending on whether one assumes an
mono- or multiexponential fluorescence decay) for every pixel of the image, a more reasonable method for the low intensity data of single molecule experiments is to estimate the “lifetime” of an image pixel by simply calculating an average lifetime value of all the photons falling into that pixel, taking into account only photons arriving within a given time window after the exciting laser pulse (for dark count suppression). Alternatively, single molecules can be localized from the intensity image, and all fluorescence photons for a given molecule can be used for calculating its lifetime characteristics. However, the details of such procedures are beyond the scope of the present paper, but see e.g. Ref.[1-3].

Fig.24: (a) Log intensity image of a mixture of LightCycler Red and Cy5 molecules on glass. Scanning procedure and image properties are the same as in Fig. 22. (b) Lifetime image, corresponding to the intensity image in (a). The gray scale visualizes the average lifetime per pixel in nanoseconds. Two populations of molecules are discernable: dark spots correspond to LightCycler Red molecules with ~ 4 ns lifetime, whereas bright spots are Cy5 molecules with ~ 1 ns lifetime.

Fig.24c: TCSPC histogram of all photons detected during the scan. The gray area depicts the time window that is used for obtaining average lifetime values per pixel in the lifetime image, Fig.24b.
For the test sample, both the rhodamine dye LightCycler Red and a cyanine dye Cy5 (Amersham) were immobilized on the coverslip. Fig. 24a shows the intensity image, where single molecule spots can be seen, but no discernable difference between LightCycler Red and Cy5 molecules. Fig. 24c shows the TCSPC histogram of all photons detected during the complete scan. The lifetime image was calculated by averaging, pixel by pixel, the TCSPC times of the detected photons that are falling into channels in the gray area of Fig. 24c. The resulting lifetime image (Fig. 24b) clearly shows the difference in lifetimes between the LightCycler Red (~ 4 ns) and the Cy5 molecules (~ 1 ns). More sophisticated data evaluation techniques allow even for distinguishing between these two molecular species with nearly 100% certainty [1-3], which allows to simultaneously monitoring different molecular species without the necessity of using several excitation and detection channels.

4.3 Time-windowed detection: Polarization imaging

In many applications, it is important to gain information about the fluorescence polarization. In the simplest approach, fluorescence polarization is measured by a two-channel detection setup, the two channels recording the fluorescence in the two possible polarization directions. In the measurement setup presented here, an important peculiarity of the two-channel detection is that the signals of both SPADs are fed into the same single input channel of the TCSPC electronics. This is due to the fact that the older version of the TimeHarp 200 electronics which was used in the setup applying the scanner driver, is capable of processing data of only one input channel (meanwhile, newer versions of the card are available which are fully capable of multichannel signal processing). For achieving dual channel signal recording, pulses from one detector are delayed in time with respect to those of the other by roughly half the time interval between two laser pulses. For this purpose, a coax transmission line of necessary length is used as a delay. Then, photons from different detectors can be distinguished by their falling into different time windows with respect to the exciting laser pulse train. This is shown by the TCSPC histogram in Fig. 25, showing the decay time histogram of all photons of a scanned image. The sample consisted LightCycler Red molecules. As described above, the signal of the second SPAD was delayed by ~ 12 ns. Assuming that all photons arriving later than 12 ns after the exciting laser pulse belong to the second detector and those arriving earlier than 12 ns to the first, a virtual two-channel measurement can be done. Of course, this assumption is only justified if the fluorescence decays sufficiently fast with respect to the width of the set time-windows. For a dye with 3 ns decay time, the remaining fluorescence
after 12 ns is ca. $\exp(-4) \approx 0.02$, thus giving rise to a crosstalk between the two virtual channels of ca. 2%. For many practical applications, this is a tolerable value.

**Fig. 25:** TCSPC histogram of all photons of a scanned image detected with two SPAD detectors in two detection channels. Photons falling into the left time window (non-shaded region) are attributed to the first detector, and photons falling into the right time window (shaded region) are attributed to the second detector.

The exciting laser beam was linearly polarized with a direction diagonal to the image edges, as shown on Fig. 26. For a sample, two measurements with two different excitation polarization directions were made, thus resulting in four different images corresponding to the four panels of Fig. 26.

**Fig. 26:** Geometry of excitation and detection polarization. Ex indicates excitation polarization, Em indicates emission polarization. Left two panels corresponds to a first two-channel scan, right two panels to a second scan, with excitation polarization rotated by 90°.
This approach allows one to determine the molecules’ excitation dipole orientation in a unique manner. Assuming that the excitation dipole axis of the molecule forms, within the surface plane of the sample, an angle $\psi$ with the horizontal image axis, the four detectable fluorescence intensities $I_{jk}$, $j=1,2$ and $k=a,b$, corresponding to the four excitation/detection polarization geometries of Fig.24, are given by

$$
I_{1a}(\phi) = I_\perp + I_\parallel \cos^2(\psi - \pi/4) \cos^2 \psi \\
I_{2a}(\phi) = I_\perp + I_\parallel \cos^2(\psi - \pi/4) \sin^2 \psi \\
I_{1b}(\phi) = I_\perp + I_\parallel \cos^2(\psi + \pi/4) \cos^2 \psi \\
I_{2b}(\phi) = I_\perp + I_\parallel \cos^2(\psi + \pi/4) \sin^2 \psi 
$$

(4.2)

where $I_\perp$ and $I_\parallel$ are the fluorescence signal contributions from the vertical and horizontal component of the molecule’s dipole; the numerical index corresponds to the detection polarization orientation (1 is horizontal, 2 is vertical orientation), and the indices $a,b$ to the excitation polarization orientation ($a$ for upper left to lower right polarization, $b$ for lower left to upper right). The above relations can be transformed into

$$
I_{1a} + I_{2a} - I_{1b} - I_{2b} = I_\parallel \sin 2\psi \\
I_{1a} - I_{2a} + I_{1b} - I_{2b} = I_\parallel \cos 2\psi
$$

(4.3)

uniquely determining the angle $\psi$ by the four intensity values on the l.h.s.

An experimental example is shown in Fig.27a,b. Fig.27a shows the intensity image of LightCycler Red molecules on a glass coverslip, and Fig.27b gives the corresponding dipole orientation angles $\psi$ as determined by the above relations. The analysis was performed pixel by pixel, thus resulting in arbitrary $\psi$-values for regions where no molecule is present. However, the roughly non-changing value of $\psi$ across a given molecule image shows the consistency of the chosen approach, and that the molecules do not reorient during the scans (although some exceptions are discernible).
Fig. 27: (a) Log intensity image of LightCycler Red molecules on glass, detected with the two-channel setup. Photons of both channels are summed to obtain this intensity image. (b) Polarization image showing the value of $\psi$ for every pixel. Single molecules are discernible as regions with relatively homogeneous value of $\psi$, compare with the corresponding intensity image of the previous figure.
In the above analysis, it was always assumed that excitation and emission dipole axes of the molecules are collinear. If this is not the case, one has to perform more measurements with different excitation polarization orientations, favorably by continuously rotating the excitation polarization with a rotating polarizer. Then, by evaluating the resulting fluorescence intensity modulation, complete and independent information about both excitation and emission dipole orientation can be obtained, see e.g. [4-6].

4.4 Ring excitation: three-dimensional molecule orientation

Theoretically, based on the relations of the last subsection, one could try to extract from the four intensity images not only the in-plane angle $\psi$, but as well the relative intensities $I_\perp$ and $I_\parallel$, being related to the dipole components vertical and parallel to the sample’s surface. However, due to the relatively low intensity of the vertical electric field component of the exciting laser light, the value of $I_\perp$ will always be very small compared with the value of $I_\parallel$. Moreover, the analysis would be very sensitive to shot-noise variations of the measured photon count numbers.

The relation between vertical and parallel electric field component of the exciting laser field can be much increased by a special mode of illumination (see also [7]): instead coupling a collimated laser beam into the input aperture of the objective, a ring of light is coupled in by blocking the central part of the laser beam with an opaque aperture (see Fig. 28). This annular illumination has the effect that mostly light rays with high incidence angle contribute to the excitation light at the focal point, leading to a particularly high relation of vertical to parallel electric field intensity.

![Fig.28](image)

**Fig.28:** Geometry of the annular aperture illumination, visualizing the enhanced vertical electric field component within the focal region (enlarged image on the right).
The resulting distributions of electric field amplitudes for the three possible directions are shown in Fig. 29, as the result of an exact wave optical calculation under annular illumination.

**Fig. 29:** Results of wave optical calculations of the electric field amplitude distributions for the three possible field orientations: within sample surface parallel to incident laser beam (above), within sample surface perpendicular to incident laser beam (middle), perpendicular to sample surface (bottom).

**Fig. 30:** Log intensity image of LightCycler Red molecules on glass under annular excitation. Circles enclose images of single molecules having their excitation dipole parallel to the surface and nearly perpendicular to the polarization of the incident laser beam.
The three different electric field orientations show distinct intensity patterns, which can be used to evaluate the three dimensional orientation of a molecule’s excitation dipole. Using such a pattern recognition approach to the dipole orientation has the advantage that it is much less sensitive to shot-noise variations than directly using the intensity values themselves.

An example of a scanned image under annular illumination is shown in Fig.30 (LightCycler Red on glass coverslip). Annular illumination was achieved by blocking around half the entry aperture diameter of the objective. Circles enclose images of molecules with excitation dipoles nearly perpendicular to the polarization of the incident light ring (compare with the second panel of Fig.29). In the image of Fig.30, no purely vertical oriented dipole can be clearly discerned, which is due to the fact almost all molecule on the sample are with their dipoles nearly parallel to the sample surface. However, the shown molecule images clearly demonstrate the possibility to extract three-dimensional dipole orientation information from fluorescence intensity patterns under annular illumination.

4.5 Outlook

In the present part, the basic components of a SMD capable CLSM were described in detail, and experimental SMD results were presented. Particularly, we have demonstrated the capabilities of a CLSM in obtaining information about the major fluorescence properties intensity, lifetime, and polarization. Extension of the described system is straightforward, for example the incorporation of more than one laser excitation source for multi-wavelength fluorescence excitation.

Another important application of a SMD CLSM is the study of living cells and tissues, adding to the exceptional high contrast and 3D sectioning capability of a CLSM the sensitivity of SMD. A major restriction of the CLSM, compared with imaging wide field microscopy SMD, is the relatively slow rate of image acquisition. This can be seen in Fig.31, which shows the sectioning of a human endometrial cancer (HEC-1B) cell. The cell was cultivated on a cover slip and embedded within a solution containing fluorescently labeled (Cy5) neuropeptides binding to its neuropeptide hNPY \( Y_5 \) receptors[8].
An interesting property of the CLSM is that although the Cy5-labeled neuropeptide concentration was high outside the cell ($5 \cdot 10^{-10}$ M), single molecules can still be discerned within the cell’s membrane, due to its exceptionally strong suppression of out-of-focus fluorescence. These single molecules occur as rather diffuse spots due to their diffusion during the time of one image scan. However, the advantages of the CLSM are its ability to follow, at least at a given position of detection, very fast processes, down to a nanosecond level, which may be important if one would like to monitor e.g. fast molecule rotations, or fluorescence lifetimes. In this respect, the SMD CLSM is an ideal complementation to wide field microscopy SMD.
4.6 References

5. Summary

This thesis describes the development and construction of an advanced, time-resolved confocal laser-scanning microscope for ultrasensitive fluorescence detection in solution and on surfaces. The realized system is capable of monitoring single molecules in liquids and on surfaces, capable of performing emission and/or polarization spectroscopy, time-resolved spectroscopy with picosecond temporal resolution, and FCS with sub-microsecond temporal resolution. Moreover, it allows ultrafast scanning of surfaces thus allowing wavelength, polarization and lifetime imaging of immobilized molecules and samples (e.g. cells, tissue). Thus, the realized system is at present one of the most advanced systems world wide. With the help of this measurement system, several novel theoretical concepts of SMD could be experimentally realized and tested.

In part 1 an introduction to the field of single molecule detection at ambient temperature under special consideration to confocal microscopy is given. The advantages and disadvantages of confocal single molecule detection in comparison to wide field microscopy is discussed, followed by a review of confocal single molecule detection in historical order.

Part 2 describes in detail the individual components of the built measurement system as well as its optical design. The system employs compact electronics for time-correlated single-photon counting, allowing for measuring fluorescence lifetime with 40 ps temporal resolution, and for continuously recording photon arrival times with 100 ns resolution. A central feature of the system is its asynchronous data acquisition mode (time-tagged time-resolved photon counting), assuring minimum data load and maximum versatility in spectroscopic evaluation of the measured data. Additionally, an especially developed driver electronics serve for synchronization of scanning and data acquisition, which is significant for achieving high spatial image resolution.

In part 3, advanced techniques of single molecule spectroscopy in solution are presented and applied. FCS is an important measurement technique for obtaining information about diffusion coefficients and concentrations of fluorescent analyte molecules in solution. Usually, when evaluating measured fluorescence correlation data, a simplified model is applied which rests on the rather unrealistic assumption of an ellipsoidal detection volume. There is no prin-
principal difficulty in modeling FCS curves based on the knowledge of the exact excitation intensity distribution and collection efficiency function.

In section 3.4, it is shown how experimental data can be analyzed by an exact \textit{ab initio} modeling of a FCS experiment, taking into account both the exact spatial light intensity profile within the focus of the exciting laser beam, and the collection efficiency function of the light sampling optics. Both functions are obtained by exact wave optics calculations of the excitation and detection optics as outlined in section 3.3. The computed fluorescence correlation spectroscopy model curves are directly compared with measured fluorescence correlation spectroscopy curves for different geometric configurations of the optical system. The important role of an exact mechano-optical adjustment of the whole measurement setup, and the critical influence of different kinds of misalignments on the measured fluorescence correlation curves are shown.

The presented method of fluorescence correlation data evaluation bears the great potential of providing a way for an \textit{absolute} determination of diffusion coefficients and analyte concentrations, without involving any empirical fit parameter or ad-hoc assumptions. Moreover, the numerical effort of the analysis is only slightly larger than that of the conventional fluorescence correlation analysis. Thus, it is hoped that the presented approach to fluorescence correlation data analysis will be of great use for anybody interested in exact fluorescence correlation data evaluation.

There is growing demand in the use of fluorescent probes for the detection of biological compounds like proteins. The main advantage of using long-wavelength light sources and labels is the decreased auto-absorption and auto-fluorescence, particularly beyond 600 nm, from cells and tissue because the optical window of blood and other biological material is in the range of 650 to 700 nm. Therefore, new labels belonging to the class of the cyanine dyes or to the closely related class of squaraine dyes were characterized with respect to their specific brightness and fluorescence lifetime.

By combining TCSPC with FCS measurements, a new method for performing TCSPC-FCS measurements on mixtures of several fluorescent molecular species is introduced. It uses time-resolved fluorescence detection for separating the different FCS contributions of the different species. This allows for simultaneously and independently monitoring the diffusion of several molecular species in one sample, or for performing multi-label cross-correlation measurements. In this sense, it is an alternative to standard two- or multicolor multi-channel FCS, where several detection channels and usually several excitation sources are required. The great advantage of TCSPC-FCS with respect to multi-color-FCS is that excitation and detection is done, for all dyes, with a single excitation source and within a single detection
channel, avoiding any problems caused by chromatic aberrations. The method is also easily adapted to cross-correlation FCS. In this thesis the theoretical basis and experimental results of this new method are introduced. Extension of the presented TCSPC-FCS method to more than two dyes is straightforward. Finally, the method can still be combined with conventional multi-color detection setups, thus enabling the separation of FCS curves both by fluorescence decay behavior and spectrum.

In part 4 the imaging capability of the system is demonstrated on imaging single molecules immobilized on glass substrates. Although the start times of data acquisition and scan signal generation were perfectly synchronized by the scan driver, the resulting image shows a line-to-line mismatch which is caused by a delay of the motion of the piezo stage with respect to the driver signal. This delay depends on the mass of the moving part of the stage. However, this phase shift remains constant during one scan, permitting the subsequent application of an alignment algorithm. Knowing the exact correlation between detected photons and image position, the time correlated single photon counting times of the photons can be used for calculating lifetime images. The resulting lifetime images clearly show the difference in lifetimes between the LightCycler Red (~ 4 ns) and the Cy5 molecules (~ 1 ns). More sophisticated data evaluation techniques allow even for distinguishing between these two molecular species with nearly 100 % certainty, which allows to simultaneously monitoring different molecular species without the necessity of using several excitation and detection channels. Among others, it is shown how the time-correlated single photon counting capabilities of the system can be used not only for lifetime imaging but also for multi-channel measurements. In particular, intensity, polarization, and lifetime images of single molecules immobilized on surfaces are presented. It is shown how, by using a ring-like laser excitation, three-dimensional polarization measurements of single fluorescent molecules tacked on a glass substrate can be performed. The relation between vertical and parallel electric field component of the exciting laser field can be much increased by this mode of illumination: instead coupling a collimated laser beam into the input aperture of the objective, a ring of light is coupled in by blocking the central part of the laser beam with an opaque aperture. This annular illumination has the effect that mostly light rays with high incidence angle contribute to the excitation light at the focal point, leading to a particularly high relation of vertical to parallel electric field intensity.

The three different electric field orientations show distinct intensity patterns, which can be used to evaluate the three dimensional orientation of a molecule’s excitation dipole. Using
such a pattern recognition approach to the dipole orientation has the advantage that it is
much less sensitive to shot-noise variations than directly using the intensity values them-
selves.
Finally, section 4.5 gives an outlook to in vivo studies in living cells, an application that will
certainly gain significant importance in the future. Living human endometrial cancer cells
were cultivated on a glass substrate and embedded within a solution containing fluorescently
labeled neuropeptides binding to its neuropeptide hNPY $Y_5$ receptors. Due to their membrane
bound diffusion during the time of one image scan these single neuropeptide receptor com-
plexes appear as diffuse bright spots in the intensity image.
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